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FRANCIS DOUGLAS,

THE BROTHER OF MY CIIILDHOOd's DREARIS,

,^ 5£i3ic:itc this, mx) <i:irsl a^obcl,

/« memory of the bright and promising young life that was cut off' at the early

age of seventeen years. Killed on the hitherto uncoJtqitered Matlerhorn

Friday, the nth of July, 1865.

Where ether gilds the Alpine steeps

Beyond the verge whence mortals stray,

Calm on yon berg young Douglas sleeps,

Whence none may bear his corse away.

For monarch ncer had tomb so grand,

However potent was his sway,

No conq'ror led a nobler band

Than perished on that fatal day.

Tkerc stars will ever shed their light,

The sun -mHI gild each rising n)orn.

His winding sheet—tiie gkicier bright !

His monunrent

—
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REDEEMED IN BLOOD

CHAPTER I

A BRIGHT blue sky, a gleaming,

sultry day, with the mirage trem

bling above the purple moors and hills of

a glorious Scottish scene. A winding river

glinting in the sunshine, making its way

in foaming eagerness over dark boulders

of rugged rocks and stones, beautiful in

its ever-changing form. In marked con-

trast to the rough and turbulent waters

are the quiet pools into which the salmon

glide, when weary of the strife outside

VOL. I. I
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those peaceful shelters. Here and there

wooded heights, sloping downwards to the

river's edge, hang their luxuriant foliage

over its dark cool waters, reflecting their

emerald beauty in the glassy pools.

A scene of extreme beauty, yet withal

a very lonely one ! So thought Oswald

St. Maur as, sketch-book in hand, he

settled himself in the shade of an over-

hanging rock, and made preparations for

committing it to paper. He was a young-

man struggling towards fame, an artist

who depended on his pencil and brush for

a livelihood, and at the time our story

opens, engaged on a walking and sketch-

ing tour through the western highlands of

Scotland.

He thought the scene a lonely one,
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bereft, as it apparently was, of any living

form ; but he had not sketched long, when

he became aware that he was not the only

human being intruding on these solitudes.

A shrill whistle, followed by a clear, ring-

ing shout, made him look up, when he

perceived a small party advancing across

a heathery flat, that stretched away towards

the moors beyond, on the opposite side

of the river. The party consisted of a

boy and girl, both carrying guns, two

keepers, and a lad who, with a small

luncheon basket slung across his shoulders,

was with difficulty restraining two eager

young Irish setters that he held coupled

together. Two other setters were ranging

to and fro, while a handsome black

retriever followed close at one of the
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'' You greedy girl," laughed Ronald, as he

turned towards the grassy bank on which

Donald had spread out the luncheon. "Who

was it told me that Mr. Disraeli said * he

couldn't abide a woman who was fond of

eating ' ?
"

"Well, I'm not a woman yet," answered

the girl, " but I hope I shall never lose my

appetite, and, consequently, my health. I'm

sorry Mr. Disraeli should have such a dis-

eased fancy. What's appetite but Nature,

Ronald ?

"

" Nothing else, Maeva, of course ; so let's

to lunch, and forget Mr. Disraeli's fads.

Have you and Donald and Patsy got your

lunch all right, Angus ? " continued Ronald,

turning to the head keeper.

"Yes, yes, my lord, we've a' we want,"
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replied the man, "and we'll just gang awa

doon alangside the river and hae it there."

** Very well, Angus ; but we mustn't be

too long, for I and Lady Maeva want to

have a good afternoon at the grouse before

going home."

'' And ye shall have it, my lord, and a

gude ane, too," answered Angus, as he

hastened away to join Donald and Patsy

by the river's edge.

While the girl and boy are busy at their

luncheon, let us take a nearer view of them.

They are, apparently, much the same age,

being respectively thirteen and fourteen

years old. Ronald Dhu, Earl of Angus, is

a very handsome boy, with a noble carriage

and aristocratic bearing. His dark, curling

hair clusters round a large white forehead
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of remarkable beauty, while a perfect wealth

of eyelashes shelter eyes that a god might

have envied, so large and lustrous and full

of fire are they. He is dressed in the plain,

undress costume of a Highlander, which be-

comes him well, and shows off to advantage

his slim, graceful figure. Like her com-

panion, the girl, too, has a noble bearing.

Not exactly beautiful, her face is, neverthe-

less, extremely striking. There is a depth

of thought and intelligence in her grey

eyes peculiarly noticeable, while the ever-

changing expression in her features keeps

the eye fascinated and attracted. Masses

of rich golden curls toss and play in be-

wildering confusion upon and around a

forehead that, like the boy's, is large, and

white, and beautiful. Her dress is very
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simple. A short-kilted skirt of dark tartan

reaching just below the knee, tartan stock-

ings to match, a pair of strong brogues

fastened by silver buckles, a silver-grey

silken shirt, and a loose grey tweed shoot-

ing jacket and stalking cap. Such is the

sporting attire of Ronald's playmate, com-

panion, earliest and best friend. Lady Maeva

Doon, only child and heiress of Roderick

Doon, twelfth Marquis of Ettrick.

They are a happy pair as they sit there

in their golden youth with the sunshine

playing upon them, thoughtless, for the

time being, of the future, of the world

and its cares, and of aught beyond the

pleasures of that glorious day which they

are evidently bent on enjoying to the

fullest extent possible. Happy, too, in
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a companionship which the prim rules of

fashion and society have not so far inter-

fered with, or sought to mar with their

punctilious and unnatural restrictions. For

that girl and boy are sitting there on equal

terms. So far their lives have moved in

the same groove. No distinction has been

made between them. In all matters apper-

taining to their education, pleasures, pastimes,

and pursuits, they have been treated alike.

It is a wise hand and far-seeing mind that

has hitherto guided those children's lives.

The result is apparent in their whole ap-

pearance and manners. The ruddy glow of

health on their cheeks tells of strong frames

that have not been pampered and coddled,

but that have been allowed the invigorating

influence of Nature's care, while their whole
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conversation, as they lie side by side en-

joying their substantial though simple lunch,

evinces an intelligence and independence of

thought that does not ill-become them, though

unusual in children of their age.

And it is but natural that they should

be fast friends, that boy and girl. Around

their lives there hangs a halo of romance,

which it may be as well to glance at ere

proceeding further. It is a retrospect, but

necessary for the elucidation of this book's

tale.



CHAPTER 11.

T3 ONALD'S grandfather, afterwards

seventh earl, had made at school

the friendship of a boy much his own age,

young Malcolm Stuart of Abercrombie.

This boyish friendship, ripening as years

went on, developed into the firm and

lasting attachment of a life. The two

friends were inseparable. They entered

the army together, fought side by side at

Waterloo ; both were wounded, and both

gained distinction and laurels. Later on,

when Lord Angus, hitherto known as

Lord Dhuvale, succeeded to his ancestral

estates, the two left the army, and started
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on a voyage of adventure round the world.

After two years' absence, during which they

had made acquaintance with all kinds and

manners of strange countries and men,

Malcolm Stuart received news of the death

of his father, which forced him to hurry

homewards accompanied by his friend. On

arrival in Great Britain they at once pro-

ceeded direct to Leven Towers, one of the

beautiful seats of the Stuart family, where

they found Lady Madeline Stuart alone

in her widowhood. The meeting between

mother and son was a sad one, the hus-

band and father who had passed away

being dearly beloved by both. It was

decided that Lady Madeline should leave

Leven Towers for a time, and take up

her abode at Abercrombie Castle with her
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son, for two reasons. First, that Leven

Towers was too much associated with the

beloved dead one ; and secondly, that Aber-

crombie Castle and estates joined in with

those of Dhuvale Fortress, the magnificent

ancestral home of the Earls of Angus. It

was but natural that the two friends should

wish to be near each other after a life of

such inseparable companionship. And so

for a time they settled down in their

respective homes, which really became

more and more like one, so mutual was

the interchange of friendship and daily

intercourse.

Side by side these two men studied the

world and its ways, and the whirligig of

Fashion strained hard to win their friend-

ship. Many a worldly dame and chaperone
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angled for these catches, and iiung their

daughters into the busy exchanging mart

charged to do their best to win the prizes.

Poor girls ! Trained to such work, they

did their best ; it was not for want of

trying that they failed. But Angus and

Stuart w^ere of one mind in this matter,

and were not to be won by such material

as this. And thus it came about that later

on the world of Fashion stood aghast, when

the following announcement appeared in

the Morning Post

:

—
** Marriages have been arranged, and

will take place on October 4th, between

Ronald Dhu, Earl of Angus, and Miss

Lorna Cameron, and Captain Malcolm

Stuart of Abercrombie, and Miss Garva

Cameron, the twin daughters of Mr. Archi-
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bald Cameron, factor to Sir James Fraser

of Achnerboisdale."

''Good God!" cried Fashion, "what a

mesalliance I Fancy, Lord Angus and

Captain Stuart marrying a factor's daughters!

And with so many nice girls going this

season. What can they be about ? Who

is this Mr. Archibald Cameron?"

Nothing and nobody else, proud Fashion,

but Mr. Archibald Cameron, a poor Scottish

gentleman, who, not being gifted with

wealth and large properties, has neverthe-

less worked hard and honestly to earn his

livelihood, and provide in the future for his

two little motherless girls, whom hard fate

deprived of a mother at an early age.

They have grown up bright and bonnie

lasses too, with sufficient of independence,
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and sense, and healthy beauty to have

captivated and won the hearts of such men

as Ronald Angus and Malcolm Stuart.

And thus it came about that on the stated

October 4th, Lorna and Garva Cameron

became Lady Angus and Mrs. Stuart of

Abercrombie, and after a short honeymoon

returned home to settle down at Dhuvale

Fortress and Abercrombie Castle. In

course of time Lady Angus presented her

husband with a fine boy, and little Lord

Dhuvale was christened Rory. To Stuart

was also born a child—but a girl. They

called her Lorna, after her aunt, Lady Angus.

But we must hurry on with our story,

as it narrows to a painful close. Some six

months after the birth of little Rory, Lord

and Lady Angus, with Malcolm Stuart,

VOL. L 2
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Started one day for a sail together in a tiny

yawl along the coast, which runs north-

wards from Ardnamurchan Point. They

had announced their intention of being

home by teatime, about which hour Garva

was expected at Dhuvale to join her hus-

band, and remain for a few days' stay. She

arrived, but although later than arranged,

there were no signs of the Anguses and

Malcolm. The afternoon wore on, and was

succeeded by evening ; still no sign of the

absent ones. Then Garva became seriously

alarmed, and an anxious search was made

along the coast in hopes of sighting the

little yawl. In vain. Not a trace of the

boat could be discovered. Half wild with

grief, the unhappy woman put out to sea

in Lord Angus's steam yacht, and for miles
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around, In every inlet and bay, the search

was pursued. Still all in vain. It was not

until six days had elapsed that the terrible

news was brought in that the boat had

been picked up at sea off the Irish coast,

floating face downwards. But of trace of

Ronald and Lorna and Malcolm none could

be discovered, and the exact fate that over-

took them lies buried in the eternal mystery

of that trackless deep, in which no doubt

now remained that they had perished. It

was thus that, at the age of six months,

Rory Dhu, Lord Dhuvale, became eighth

Earl of Angus and an orphan, while Garva

Siuart lost the two dearest objects of her

life—her husband and twin sister. Let us

draw a veil over a grief which it would

be vain to attempt to portray, so heart-
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rending was it in its utter loneliness and

desolation. Yet Garva met the heavy blow

with a courage and lofty spirit worthy of

her heroic heart. Two things were yet

left to her to love, direct links of the

dead ones gone. These were her child

Lorna and her little nephew Rory, ove

whom the will of the late earl and his

wife had appointed her sole guardian, as

indeed she was, by nature and right, over

her own child. Quitting Abercrombie Castle,

she moved with her charges to Leven

Towers, where dwelt the mother of her

dead husband. Lady Madeline. And here,

varied by occasional visits to his own

home at Dhuvale, the early years of little

Rory were spent in happy companionship

with his cousin Lorna. They were an
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inseparable pair these two happy, merry

little people. Side by side they learnt to

swim, to ride, and to shoot, to climb trees

and rocks, to row a boat or manage a

sail, as even side by side they performed

their daily studies with Garva. No dis-

tinction was made between the two ; what

one did the other did as well. Their lives

w^ere all in all to each other—apparently

inseparable. But Garva had a duty to

perform in the early training of her little

ward. The late earl had repeatedly, in her

hearing, declared that his boy must receive

the first schooling of his life at sea, and

she knew well that it was her duty to see

these wishes carried out. Rory, therefore,

at the age of twelve, was sent on to a

training ship, and in course of time joined
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one of Her Majesty's ships as a naval

cadet. Lorna felt the parting terribly. It

was the first distinction which had been

made between them, the first great step

which brought forcibly to her mind the

relative positions of man and woman in

this world.

*' Oh, Rory !

" she exclaimed, as side by

side they paced the broad terrace in front

of Leven Towers, on the eve of his de-

parture to join his ship, " why can't I go

with you ? Why must I remain at home

inactive, while you are off into the world ?

We have always done the same things

together ; why should it not be always so ?

Who was it, I wonder, who first made

these dreadful rules that shut a girl out

of every hope of fame and power ?
"
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" Perhaps It was Adam," said the boy

bitterly, " or some noodle like him. At

any rate, whoever made such rules was an

ass. It seems to me that Nature intended

the boy and girl, the woman and man, to

be companions to each other, instead of

which these rules do their best to separate

them. Oh, Lorna darling ! 1 shall miss

you terribly. What shall I do without

you :

"God knows what I shall do without

yoic, Rory. Life will be a blank altogether

when you are gone," replied the girl.

They walked up and down in silence,

their hands clasped in each other's. Thoughts

were rushing through that girl's brain which

would have startled perhaps a philosopher

of much maturer years. There was a
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bitter expression on the beautiful face which

made it for the time look years older.

Suddenly she stopped, and a triumphant

smile lit up her countenance as she con-

fronted her cousin.

" I have it, Rory. Oh ! hurrah, hurrah !

A brilliant idea has struck me. There's the

Erl Koenig lying idle. Why not fit her

out ? And mother and I will follow you

round the world in her, and put in at

all the ports you do, and see you in this

way very, very often. And I am sure

Captain Morton will give you plenty of

leave, and you and I and some of your

brother mids can have some splendid ex-

peditions together. Is it not a good idea ?

How was it we never thought of it before ?"

*' You're a trump, Lorna ! Bravo ! It is
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a first-rate idea indeed," shouted Rory.

*' Come, we will go and talk it over with

Aunt Garva."

Like lightning they turned and sprung

through one of the large windows, that

opened from the drawing-room of Leven

Towers on to the terrace. Though it was

summer, a large log fire burned cheerily

on the hearth, and cast a bright light

throughout the handsome room, throwing

into the shade the more subdued light of

several lamps encased in coloured globes, and

cunningly peeping forth from amidst a wealth

of fiowers and ferns.

Not far from the fire, and busily engaged

at a writing table strewn with papers of

all sorts, sat a lady. Fourteen years had

not passed so heavily upon her, but that
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one could not recognise In the graceful figure

and beautiful features the person of Garva

Stuart. She is thirty-four years of age now,

but those looking upon her for the first

time would confidently declare her to be

not more than twenty-five. She is a very

active woman ; and perhaps the great amount

of exercise daily indulged in, as well as

a naturally extremely healthy constitution,

has operated, to a great extent, in the

maintenance of her youthful aspect. To be

as she has been through all these years,

the almost continual companion and pre-

ceptor of these two children, must have

called forth considerable energy ; added to

which, the personal supervision of the affairs

of her own and her nephew's vast estates

have left her no time to be idle. For Lorna,
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although heiress of her father's property,

had no shadow of claim thereto during the

lifetime of her mother. To Garva, young

Stuart of Abercrombie had left all that he

possessed, to be inherited only by his daughter

at her mother's death. " It is a monstrous

law," he had always said, " to let the child

step in at the father's death, and take the

place of its parents, while the mother is

denied the position she formerly held. Thank

God, I have such power over my estates,

that I can give the ' knock down ' to so

unfair a law. No child of mine shall super-

sede the parent to whom it owes, more than

to any other, its being, its fosterage, and

its bringing up." Thus it was that Garva

became possessed of the magnificent Aber-

crombie estate, to which her daughter stood
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in the position of heiress ; and the wisdom

of her dead husband's opinions was mani-

fested in the careful and able manner in

which the wife administered the property,

which the husband had not feared to

declare should be hers through life.

"Mother, dear mother," burst out Lorna

as she hurried across to where Garva sat,

*' Rory and I have come to discuss with

you a matter of urgent importance, and to

beg the dear motherling to grant the

great request we are about to make.

*' And what may it be, my darlings?"

said the mother, as she laid her hand

caressingly on the eager girl's shoulder.

'' Oh, motherling ! it's just this. Rory

and I can't be parted. It would just break

our hearts altogether. We couldn't bear
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it, mother. And we have thought of a

splendid plan whereby we can see lots of

each other. It's just that you shall have

the Erl Kcenig nicely fitted out, and then

you and I can go to sea in her, and follow

Rory in his voyage round the world.

Whenever he gets leave we can join him

on shore, and have many a happy, happy

day together. Say, dear mother, shall it be

so ? Oh ! do not say no to Rory and I."

The mother started, and was silent.

Her thoughts flew back across the fourteen

years of her widowed life. They recalled

a day when a very similar plan had been

projected by Rory's father. " There is

nothing like the navy for an early train-

ing," he had said, " and Rory shall begin

his life at sea. I can see plenty of him,
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too, for Lorna and I will cruise about In

the yacht, and have an eye on our little

middy wherever he goes."

" Yes," had answered Garva's husband,

*' and you must find berths for I and

Garva and little Lorna ; won't you, Angus ?

Meanwhile, can't we project a preliminary

voyage round the world In the Erl Koenig,

and show Garva and Lorna some of the

countries and people amongst which we

have already knocked about?"

And so It had been arranged. The pre-

liminary voyage was projected and mapped

out. It was the old story, however, of

" Man proposes, God disposes."

The voyage in question never took

place, the hand of death, as we have seen,

having intervened.
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Now after fourteen years the widow

heard just such a similar plan proposed

by the children of these two men. It

startled her. It seemed like the voice of

the dead rising up from the far past, and

filled her with strange emotion. The

young earl was the first to break the

silence.

'' Say yes, Aunt Garva. Do, do, for

Rory's sake." He said it very softly, but

she heard him. The tears sprang to her

eyes as she looked at the handsome, plead-

ing face of the boy. Then, in a firm

voice, she uttered the single word,

'' Yes."

"Hip, hip, hurrah!" shouted Rory, as

he rushed off, waving his cap and cheering

lustily, followed by two or three pet do^s
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that had hitherto been laying lazily before

the log-wood fire. But Lorna remained

beside her mother, whose tears she had

noticed, and bending down, tenderly

kissed her on the forehead.

" Dear mother, what are you thinking

of?" she said.

*' Of the dead past, my darling," whis-

pered Garva. ''
I have never set foot on

the Erl Kcenig since that awful day

when I searched in vain for your father,

and Rory's, and my own dear sister. But

do not let us talk of that. Your proposal

awoke strange memories That was all.

No more at present. Leave me, my child,

for awhile ; but rest assured, your request

is granted. We will go."

Very gently Lorna turned away. vShe
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knew now of what her mother was think-

ing, and feehng that solitude alone could

ease the aching heart that spoke forth in

that mother's words, she left her.

But it all came about as Rory and

Lorna desired. The Erl KcEuig was fitted

out, and simultaneously with the announce-

ment that H.M.S. Emeraldis had started

on a training cruise round the world,

another announcement made its appearance

in the papers, to the effect that the fine

steam yacht of the youthful Earl of Angus

had proceeded to sea, having on board

Mrs. and Miss Stuart of Abercrombv, who

were also purposing to make the tour of

the world, the young owner being himself

a naval cadet on board the Emeraldis.

The man-of-war spent nearly three

VOL. I. 3
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years on this voyage, and wherever she

went there too went the Erl Koenig.

Lorna proved no false prophet in her pre-

diction of the happy hours she and her

cousin would spend together. In truth,

they saw many a glorious scene, and

enjoyed many a pleasant hour in each

other's company. It was a voyage of

instruction for both as well ; and during

those three years of travel, Lorna and

Rory received an education which years of

book-learning and study would never have

afforded them. When the Emeraldis and

Erl Kcenig turned their heads homewards

Rory was seventeen, and Lorna just enter-

ing on her seventeeth year. Yet young as

she was, the girl's mind was stored with

much useful knowledge and experience,
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while her tame as a sportswoman and

energetic traveller had preceded her. Prude

Fashion marvelled how it was possible for

a girl to have done all recorded of her.

The stories of her prowess with gun and

rifle, of her great endurance, pluck, and

hair-breadth escapes read like a romance,

and were received—true though they were

—by the fire-side, stick-at-home bodies as

incredible. In Lorna's eyes they seemed

nothing unusual or out of the way. Her

life had been so free and unfettered by

conventuality, or the rules of Fashion, that

nothing but a severe training in that school

would have possibly opened her eyes to

the fact that her freedom of action and

natural unrestrained existence, was regarded

in the light of the incomprehensible terms
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"fast" and '' unfeminlne." She had yet

to learn the Hfe which her sex is con-

demned to lead, and to discover that some

of its severest gaolers rank among that sex.

After this voyage Rory left the navy,

and began studying for the army.

A Highland chieftain himself, he was

determined to enter a Highland regi-

ment, and Lorna having gone through a

London season, and carried wonder and

astonishment to Fashion's heart by her

many (so Fashion called them) eccentricities,

was ever his constant companion. Thus,

when this season came to a close, the

cousins, with Garva, went northward to

Dhuvale Fortress. So time sped on. Rory,

in due course, joined his regiment, the

gallant 78th, and soon after came of age.
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There were great doings at Dhuvale on

that occasion, when Garva handed over

the cares and reins of government to the

young Earl. It had been left to her dis-

cretion, in his parents' will, to postpone this

resignation until their child attained the age

of twenty-five if she saw fit ; but Garva had

brought up her charge too well for such

restriction to be necessary. She knew that

her care had not been thrown away, and

that she could entrust to him duties which

for twenty years she had well and nobly

performed. The estate was in splendid

condition, and few could boast of a finer

inheritance than young Angus.

'' Lorna, dear, come for a stroll," he had

said to his cousin on the eve of his coming

of age, and linked arm-in-arm, Garva saw
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them wander down the lordly avenue of

Dhuvale Fortress.

" Lorna, darling, I want to say something

to you," broke in Rory, after they had pro-

ceeded in silence for some time. '' It's some-

thing I have been wanting to tell you for

more than a year, but I determined to wait

till now. Lorna dear, don't be angry, don't

laugh at me, but I do love you, and—and

1 want you to say you will marry me."

Silence, just for one moment after the

boy lover had spoken, then Lorna turned

and laid her hand on his shoulder.

" Rory, why should I be angry with or

laugh at you for loving me ? Oh no, dear,

dear Rory, nothing of the sort ; but I cannot

say yes to what you ask. Listen, dearest,

to what I have to say. To begin with, you
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are only just twenty-one. How can you

know your own mind yet ?
"

*'
I know it well," answered the young

man. '' All through last season I tried to

find one woman who could in any way

match you, Lorna. I failed. I never saw

one like you, and never shall, except per-

haps Aunt Garva ; but then she is your

mother. And now here I am in this great

and lonely place. Who will look after it

for me ? Who will be my companion as

we have always been to each other ?
"

" As we have always been to each other,

so I hope we shall ever be, Rory," answered

Lorna. ''
I will take care of Dhuvale

Fortress for you, and we will be Rory and

Lorna as much as ever, until some day

you bring a Lady Angus home. You have
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your regimental duties to engross you now,

while studying for that political life which

I hope some day you will enter upon, so

you should be busy, darling, and try and

forget this fancy.
'

" It is not a fancy, Lorna," almost sobbed

Rory, as he beheld his daydream vanishing.

" You are my first love ; there will never

be anything like it again. Refusal comes

lightly to you, however, I suppose, who

have always a dozen fellows at your feet."

" Rory
!

" Her voice was very low, but

there was a world of reproach in its tone.

'' Oh ! forgive me, Lorna ; I don't know

half I am saying," said the young fellow.

'' But you will thank me some day.

Ah, Rory ! how could we marry ? Are

we not first cousins ? Is not this next
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door to brother and sister, as Indeed we

are and always have been ? Not only

that, however ; we are something more.

We are friends. Remember that, dear.

In every sense of the word we are friends;

and what Is more, through life Lorna Is

your first and best. Rory, my darling,

with the exception of mother, you shall

ever be my first thought."

She could promise this safely. Amidst

the many faces which had looked their

love, the many lips which had spoken It,

there was but one to which Lorna's heart

made any response, and this was Rory's.

Well she knew that she loved him, and

that even as he had said, nothing In the

future could usurp the place of that first

love. But Lorna, who had thought deeply
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on many social and natural questions, felt

strongly that the marriage of first cousins

should not be. Her high sense of duty

forbade her to yield to any secret inclina-

tion to make an exception in her own-

case, and so she kept that secret which

her heart held, and kept it to herself, that

Rory's pain might not be increased in any

way. It was a sacrifice which only the

heroic girl knew the extent of.

They walked back in silence up the

avenue, and on reaching the fortress the

young earl broke it.

*' Good-night, Lorna darling," he said

very gently ;
" we will begin again to-

morrow, and try and be the old Rory

and Lorna once more."

She pressed his hand, but could not
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trust herself to reply. She knew that a

word would bring him to her feet. She

felt that as she loved him, it must not

be. PVeely and ungrudgingly Lorna made

this sacrifice on the altar of her love.

She drew his face to hers and kissed

it, and then they turned away and went

to their rooms, there in silence and secret

to battle with themselves. We will not

follow them.

They were a good deal together after

this. If they had their secret they kept

it well, for no one noticed any difference

in their behaviour to each other. The

world, looking on with its usual prying

gaze, never guessed at the truth, and the

match-making portion of society angled

away as hard as ever for the golden fish
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that SO far had not taken its bait. When,

therefore, Rory's regiment was ordered to

India, Fashion declared that he would of

course exchange or sell out ; so desirable a

young man would surely never go and bury

himself in that far-away country. But Rory

apparently had a different opinion, for he

neither exchanged nor sold out ; and when

the day arrived for his regiment to embark

he was at his post. Lorna went with him

to see him off. It was to be a brief

parting, they hoped, as she and Garva

meditated a voyage to India the following

summer, when of course Rory would be

the first to be visited.

"Good-bye, Lorna darling," he whispered,

when the time arrived for the anchor to

be weighed ; "it is our first real parting.
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You won't forget poor old Rory, will

you ?
"

Forget him ! Ah ! could Rory but have

read her heart, he would never have said

that, thought Lorna ; but she only answered,

"It is not likely, Rory."

It was not likely. The woman who

in childhood had been called a "Tomboy,"

who in later years Fashion had decided

was eccentric, and masculine, and fast, simply

because she would not be a slave to its puny

customs and regulations, had a heart and

a power of loving which the callous and

hardened brood that revelled in Sham and

the Unnatural could neither appreciate nor

understand. Lorna had loved. It was not

likely that in such a gallant heart as hers

that love could ever be extinguished.
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'' One kiss then, Lorna, and then we

must part," said Rory, as the loud order

was heard requesting all to leave the

troopship who were not bound for India.

He put his arm round her, and she,

with a sudden impulse, threw hers around

his neck. For a moment locked in each

other's arms they gave that parting kiss,

into which all the intensity of a life com-

panionship and love about to be severed

was imparted. The next moment Lorna

was gone with a cold chill at her heart,

and a great dull blank before her, and

Rory, with a bursting heart and burning

tears in his eyes, went below to his cabin.

A few months passed away after that

leave-taking, when the mail brought home

a thick letter for Lorna in Rory's hand-
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writing. She was at Dhuvale Fortress,

busily employed in making arrangements

with the estate agent previous to her

departure for India, and had been eagerly

awaiting this letter ; for though a telegram

had announced his arrival, this was the

first communication she had received from

him. It was a very long letter, but there

was one portion of it that Lorna read

over and over again with a beating heart.

This is what it was :

" I made the acquaintance on the voyage

of the regimental chaplain's daughter. His

name was Menzies, and hers was naturally

the same too. It is changed now, and I

will tell you how it all came about. After

I had said good-bye to you I was very

miserable and down in the mouth, and
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Menzies, no doubt seeing this, did his best

to cheer me up. He Introduced me to his

daughter Rhona, a very pretty girl, who

reminded me something of you, darling

Lorna. Next to you she Is one of the

most natural and sensible women I have

ever met, and a real good companion. It

was awfully sad, however, for nearing India,

within a few days of arrival, Menzies w^as

taken suddenly 111 and died. God only

knows of what, for the doctor did not.

The poor girl was dumb with grief. I

never saw any one look so unhappy before.

I did all I could to console her and cheer

her up, but she fretted sadly. This Is her

second loss within two years, for exactly

that period ago her mother died, and

by her fathers death she has now been
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left absolutely friendless and penniless. I

was at my wits' ends what to do for her,

when at last what do you think I did do,

Lorna ? Try and guess ! No. You give

it up ? Well, I proposed marriage to her.

She said no at first, declared she would

not take advantage of my generosity, and

all that sort of thing ; but I could safely

tell her that I cared for her, for I had

grown fond of the girl there is no denying

;

and, Lorna, you cannot tell how lonely

I felt at the loss of you, which made me

snatch at any comfort. However, to cut

the matter short, she said ' yes ' at last,

and so we were married quite privately in

the Roman Catholic Church here, and

Rhona is now Lady Angus. I write, of

course, to tell you the first of all, my
VOL I. 4
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darling. I suppose it is just as well. You

would not have me, Lorna, and so it did

not matter who I married. But, of course,

you know that only once has Rory loved,

and, like that love, he can never love

again."

Lorna laid the letter down, her heart

throbbing with a strange thrill. "It is as

well," she murmured to herself, and then a

long gasping sob rose to her throat as she

stood and looked out on the hills, where

Rory and she had roamed as children.

A few months later, and Rory read the

following announcement in the Morning

Post :—

'' On Monday, the , a very quiet

wedding was solemnised in the private

chapel at Abercrombie, between Roderick
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Doon, twelfth Marquis of Ettrick, and

Miss Lorna Stuart, the only daughter and

heiress of Mrs. Stuart, of Abercrombie.

Lord and Lady Ettrick have left in their

splendid steam yacht for India."

''Then I shall see her soon," said Rory

to himself, a strange sensation of joy

thrilling his heart. ''
I wonder why she

did not write and tell me?"

Ah, Rory ! will you ever know the

reason ?

It was 1857. The Indian Mutiny had

broken out, and Rory's regiment, with

others, was busy. He had been obliged to

leave his wife close on her confinement at

Cawnpore, but had since heard of the

birth of a fine boy, for whom the mother

had obtained the services of a native nurse.
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while she herself was very fit and well,

and hoping soon to be able to come and

join her husband, and enter on her self-

imposed duties of nurse amongst the

wounded. But again the truth of the

maxim, " Man proposes, God disposes,"

was exemplified ; for at the very time that

Rory was expecting his wife, news arrived

of the investment of Cawnpore by Nana

Sahib, and later of the terrible massacre

and the awful fate of the British women

and children therein. Terrible indeed was

such news, and poor Rory felt like one

stunned. Alas ! poor boy, his case was

but one of many ; his heart was not the

only one torn with anguish and horror

during that period of awful savagery. But,

like others, little time was given him for
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mourning. His regiment had hard and

earnest work to do under the gallant

Havelock, in connection with the relief of

Lucknow.

Time passed on, and Havelock, with his

noble brother-in-arms. Sir James Outram.

had fought their way to the relief of the

struggling garrison. But they, in turn, were

hemmed in, and amongst them was Rory.

Time passed on, and amidst prodigies of

valour and self-sacrifice, the soldiers of

Havelock held out. The morning dawned

on the ill-fated day when the men lost

their beloved general. Still the grim re-

sistance was maintained, as the besieged

watched for the coming of the Campbells,
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watched long and eagerly, with hope often

deferred.

They came at last! Amidst the roar of

cannon, amidst the thunder of the besieged,

besiegers, and the rescuers, relief for a

second time dawned upon Lucknow. But

the day that brought it brought death to

many, and eyes which had eagerly watched

for it were closed when it finally came.

Let us hark back to that time, and

gaze on a scene enacted within those

walls. It was midday, and the hot sun

blazed fiercely through the unprotected

windows of a small room. Stretched on

a low bed within it was a young man

apparently asleep, and close by were

standing a nurse and a tall slim young

officer,
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" Does the doctor give no hope, Mrs.

Randal ? " inquired the latter.

'''Deed, sir, it is the surgeon attends

his lordship, and he says the wound will

prov^e fatal, and he may die any moment.

' Tis terrible, sir."

The officer did not reply, but bent over

the bed. Presently he lifted his head and

observed,

" I will sit by him for a bit, Mrs.

Randal. I daresay you have your hands

full. He is an old friend of mine, and will

be glad to see me when he awakes."

'' Very well, sir," replied the nurse

;

*' only when you leave him, please to let

me know."

''That I certainly will/' answered the

young officer, and Mrs. Randal left the room.
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No sooner was she gone than the visitor

bent over the sleeping man and passion-

ately kissed his pale, damp forehead. Then

he took the white emaciated hand in his

and held it lovingly. This movement

awoke the sleeper, and he opened his eyes

and stared vacantly at the young officer.

'' Who are you ? Where am I ? Where

is Lorna ? Oh ! why does she not

come?" he murmured almost incoherently;

and then consciousness appeared suddenly

to come upon him. " Ah ! I remember

;

she is not here. But who are you?" he

again repeated inquiringly.

" Rory, my darling, don't you know

me ?
" And the young officer, removing his

cap, bent over the sick man.

A loud glad cry burst from the latter.
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as with flushed cheeks and glittering eyes

he threw his arms round the neck of his

visitor. ''Oh God, Lorna ! is it you?

Is it you ? Thank God, thank God ! But

I might have known as much. I might

have known you would find out poor Rory

before he died. Kiss me, darling, again.

Oh, Lorna ! you cannot tell how happy

you have made me." He fell back on his

pillow, the hectic, flushed cheeks burning

brighter than ever.

She bent over him again, for the young

officer was no other than Lorna, and kissed

him very tenderly. '' Hush, my darling,"

she said, ''you must not excite yourself."

" Then come and sit by me, Lorna, and

tell me how you got in here, and I will

be quite still. I only want to hear your
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voice, and know that you are near,"

murmured Rory.

'' Don't you know, darling, that Lucknow

is reHeved ?
" Then, as Rory shook his

head, she went on. '' But it is, though, and

by Sir Colin Campbell ; and now I'll tell

you how I got here. When we arrived in

India I set up as hospital nurse, and we

moved about the country as well as we

could in that capacity. Lord Ettrick got

appointed to staff duty in General 's

service, and I moved on to . One

day a young lieutenant whom I knew was

brought in mortally wounded. He was the

bearer of despatches to Sir Colin Campbell,

but the enemy had got at him, and ' done

for him,' as he expressed it. Poor fellow,

he was very plucky and cheery over his
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fate. He gave me his despatches to

deHver to the authorities, and desired me

to send his sword to his mother, and his

uniform also, if possible. From him I

learnt that you were laying wounded in

Lucknow. He died that night, and, sitting

by his bedside, the thought came into my

head that I would take his place, deliver

his despatches, and try thus to get to you.

So I went home, put on his uniform, and

came on here. I presented his despatches

to Sir Colin, who believes I am young

Howard, and took part in the relief of this

place. Directly we got inside I found

out where you were, and came straight to

you. So now, Rory, you know all about

how I got in here ; but, my darling, it is

terrible to find you in thjs state."
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He was half wandering again, but she

heard him murmur, " I might have known

she would come." He lay silent for a

long time, and Lorna, fearing to disturb

him, sat very quiet and still. At last he

spoke again, this time in a very low voice,

" Lorna."

'' What is it, my darling ? " she whis-

pered.

"I'm afraid I'm going fast," he said.

" I must tell you one or two things before

I die. Listen, Lorna! No doubt you

heard of poor Rhona's fate in that dread-

ful Cawnpore massacre. The little boy

was just born, you know, and I thought,

of course, he went too ; but it appears

that his native nurse hid him, and stained

his face and hands, and passed him off
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as her child, so he escaped. Poor Rhona

had given her full particulars where to

find me if she escaped, and the nurse

sent on word to me. I sent her money

and a large reward, and told her to take

him to Calcutta. They are safe there now.

And, Lorna, I have made you his sole

guardian. I know that you will bring

him up as a man should be. Call him

Ronald, Lorna, and in caring for him think

sometimes of Rory."

" You know well I will care for him

more than all the world," answered Lorna.

" Oh, my darling, my darling ; would

that I could have died for you ! God

knows I would have willingly given my

life for yours to be spared, my love, my

only love.''
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He started up in the bed, and looked

at her with a wistful, longing look, as

though he would read into her very soul.

The intensity of her voice seemed to

have awoke a world of understanding

within him.

'*
I see it all now," he gasped. " Oh,

darling ! why did you hide it from me ?

"

'' It was best so," answered Lorna. ''
I

did what was right."

Another long silence. Once more Rory

broke it.

** You'll give my love to them all, won t

you ? Tell Aunt Garva her boy remem-

bered her, and see all the tenants, and

tell them I couldn't come back to take

the welcome they promised me. God

bless them all ! And you'll look after all
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the old pets, and teach Ronald to care

for them, won't you ? And—and, Lorna,

kiss me, darling, Tity darling!' His voice

grew husky and very low.

She bent over him and put her arms

around him. One long, long kiss. All

the passionate, controlled love that had

been forbidden them, came forth in that

one embrace. He lay back smiling on the

pillow.

" I am so happy now," he whispered.

*' Lorna, let us say one prayer
;

you

know it."

She knelt down beside him, and buried

her face in the bedclothes. Together

they uttered the old prayer of their child-

hood. Suddenly Lorna felt Rory's hand

tighten very gently on hers. She looked
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Up. Hectic before she had knelt down,

his cheeks were now of a deathly pallor,

the grey shade had crept across them, and

he was gone.

# « « # #

The sun was shining brightly when he

died. It waned and sank, and the pale

moon came out, and still beside the death-

bed of the young soldier Lorna watched

and prayed. At length the nurse

looked in.

*' Is he sleeping, sir?" she inquired.

?
*' He is dead," answered the kneeling

figure huskily, as it rose and walked to

the window. The nurse uttered an ex-

clamation, and rushed off for the doctor.

Then Lorna turned to the bedside once

more. ''Good-bye, darling," she said very
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softly ;
" only while here though, for we

shall meet again. It is not death that can

separate us for ever."

* * # # *

And now fourteen years have rolled

away since Rory died, and there, amidst

the heath and the bracken, lays his son

Ronald, with Lorna's daughter and only

child, Maeva, by his side. They are the

same constant and loving companions to

each other as were Rory and Lorna, for

Lady Ettrick, as we shall now call this

latter, has brought them up together, and

lives over again in these young people's

happiness the bright halcyon days of her

youth, when she and Ronald's father were

all in all to each other. Time has not

dimmed the memory of him whom she

VOL. 1. 5
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loved SO well, and nothing can take the

place of that first great love.

As a woman of letters, and as a great

traveller, Lady Ettrick Is known to fame.

Very deeply read, and widely travelled,

her experiences have made her what she

is, broad-minded and far-seeing. The

political factions of the day have not won

her adherence ; she has no sympathy with

the sham that surrounds them. Her chief

thought is how to raise the condition of

the people, and bring about a nobler

state of things in society than exists ; and

towards solving this problem all her

energies are bent. She is not exactly a

favourite amongst women of her own class.

The frivolous nonsense of Fashion finds no

approval in her eyes, the entire code of
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laws governing it she pertinaciously resists,

and she keenly feels the degradation to

which her sex is condemned in obeying

them. By the poor and oppressed she is

loved reverently and devotedly, because

her sympathies are all with them.

Struggling nationalities look to her for

advocacy and sympathy, knowing they will

not look in vain. Such is Lorna, Lady

Ettrick, at the time our story opens, when

Maeva and Ronald are thirteen and four-

teen years old.

''Time's up, Maeva," cried Ronald,

pulling out his watch. '' We've been idling

over lunch for more than half an hour
;

that's not the way to get a bag."

''I'm ready," answered the girl, spring-

ing up. "Come on, Angus and Donald.
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Patsie can pack up and take the things

to the pony."

''A' right, my leddy," repHed the keeper

addressed, and picking up their guns the

children set forth in search of another bag.

Oswald St. Maur watched them until they

were out of sight, then, taking up his

pencil, determined to introduce into his

sketch that scene from life of which he

had just been an unobserved spectator.

'' The painting will look less lonely now,"

he observed.



CHAPTER III.

'^ IV/r OTHER, we made the fifty brace,

Ronald and I," triumphantly ex-

claimed a young voice, as Maeva and her

companion just mentioned raced up the

broad flight of stone steps which led from

the hall door of Ettrick Castle to the wide

carriage-sweep below.

'' Well done, young people; but you must

have worked hard and shot well, for I

know those beats are not overstocked,"

answered Lady Ettrick, as she laid both

hands caressingly on the shoulders of the

eager boy and girl.

" Quite enough for real sport, mother.
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replied Ronald. (He always called her

mother.) " But the birds were wild, I can

tell you ; and if it had not been that Maeva

shot straight as a dart, I should have had

a poor show to make. I can't think," he

added, " what is the matter with me. I

made some very bad misses."

*'
I hope, my darling, no wounded birds

have got away," said Lady Ettrick gently.

It had always been her aim to teach these

children that true sport did not consist in

making long and careless shots and wound-

ing animals, and then, either not following

them up, or neglecting to look for them,

as is so greatly the habit with latter-day

sportsmen.

*' Not one, mother," answered Maeva.

*' Dear old Dhu took care of that."
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'* That's all right then," said the mother.

" But come, you are pretty late, dears, and

the tea, and scones, and oatcake will be

getting cold. Then Lord Ettrick and the

Prince will be shortly arriving, and all

the flood of visitors also."

" Oh, what a bore ! " laughed Maeva.

"I do love peace and quietude. Just what

father doesn't," she added mischievously.

'* Who is coming, mother ? " inquired

Ronald.

" Well," said Lorna, *' there is the

Duchess of Mannerton and Lord Devon-

dale, Lord and Lady de Fontaine, Lord

and Lady Dunley, Colonel and Lady

Mary Dorner, Sir Anthony and Lady

Sykes, Captain Frazer, Mrs. and Miss

Chambertown, and Lord Wrathness."
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'*
I know them all but the last one,"

exclaimed Maeva. " But who, mother, is

Lord Wrathness?"

" Why, he's Lord Wrathness, of course,

Maeva," laughed Ronald; ''probably some

wild northern chieftain belonging to the

sea-king tribe."

''You have partly described him," said

Lady Ettrick, with a smile. "He zs a

northern chieftain, and he makes his

yacht his home. But he is not the wild

creature you describe him to be, Ronald.

On the contrary, he is a very quiet

and reserved young man. He leads a

very lonely life, and is the last of his

race."

" The last of the barons," sung Ronald.

But Maeva inquired pityingly, " And has
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he no mother, or brother, or sister, that

lives with him, mother ?
"

'' None," replied Lady Ettrick. '' He lives

quite alone. He had one sister to whom

he was fondly attached, but she was killed

out hunting; and it was her death, Maeva,

that quite decided me on bringing you up

to ride without those dreadful pommels

which Fashion condemns women to use."

" Maeva rides well enough without them
;

why can't other women also ? " inquired

Ronald.

" Because, dear, they have not been

brought up and accustomed to do so,"

answered Lady Ettrick.

'' Say rather, mother, because there is

no one so wise and clever as you," added

Maeva. "If all mothers were like you,
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darling, woman would have a chance in

this world."

" Her time is coming, Maeva," answered

Lady Ettrick quietly. *' She will not always

remain in the land of bondage."

They passed into the private sanctum

of the mother, where tea, and scones, and

oatcake were laid out on a little round

table close to one of the windows. Just

beneath the table lay a great St. Bernard

dog of the most perfect kind and mark-

ings, which rose up majestically as they

entered, and welcomed them gravely.

*' Hallo ! watching the tea, old boy, for

us ?" cried Ronald," while Maeva laid her

tiny hand on the dog's broad forehead as

he wagged his tail approvingly. " Dear

old dog, come and have some with us,"
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But the massive beast declined the

honour, and went and sat down beside

Lady Ettrick.

" How that dog loves you, mother," said

Ronald.

" He does," she answered. '' Bernard

and I are fast friends."

The dog In question was a famous one.

His sire, '' Hubert," had been a great

favourite with Ronald's father, and after

this latter's death Lady Ettrick had shown

great affection for the dog. And when

Hubert died, a place of honour had been

given him In the animal cemetery, where

Rory and Lorna had always interred their

pets, from the white-haired Shetland pony

down to the pet parrot that In their

childhood had passed away amid much
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mourning. But Hubert had left to carry

on his race a magnificent puppy, which,

having won prizes, medals, and distinctions

that would have turned the heads of ninety-

nine of the human species out of a hundred,

was content to be allowed to give his

whole heart and love to the kind mistress

who had brought him up from puppyhood,

who began loving him because he was the

son of Hubert, the favourite of Rory, and

who ended by loving him quite as much

for his great fidelity and intelligent com-

panionship.

The children lingered over their tea,—it

was always a happy hour with ''mother,"

—

and they were still laughing and talking

merrily, when the sound of many wheels

was heard beneath the castle windows.
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*' Good gracious ! Why, this must be the

Prince and the whole lot of them," said

Ronald. ''How early they are !

"

'* No, dear," answered Lady Ettrick,

'' but time has flown quickly with us. Go

now, my darlings, and change your things,

for I must away to receive them."

" Poor mother ! How you hate all this

paraphernalia, I know," said Maeva, as she

rose to leave the room with Ronald. " I

wish it was next week, when we shall be

all alone together again for the rest of

Ronald's holidays."

Ronald, it may be explained, was, like his

father had been, a naval cadet on the

Britannia, and was now home for the

midsummer vacation.

Lady Ettrick did not reply, but signing
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to *' Bernard " to remain where he was, she

proceeded straight to the great drawing-

room, which had indeed undergone a won-

derful transformation since the days when

she first had come to Ettrick Castle. Then,

it was the stiff-gilded, satined, mirrored,

high-back-chaired chamber of horrors, such

as our stately ancestors loved to dwell in
;

now it was as perfect a fairyland of beauty

and comfort, as money and tasteful device

could make it. Comfortable chairs

abounded ; cosy nooks, hidden by flowers,

were everywhere ; little tea and coffee tables

were laid out in all parts of the room ; a

distant sound of music came softly through

the open doors—heaven only knows where

from ; while the trickle of running water

disclosed two or three lovely little fountains
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playing daintily amidst a perfect wealth of

ferns of rare beauty, around which com-

fortable sofas and easy reading lounges

were ranged.

" Lorna, here we all are
!

" exclaimed a

cheery voice, as the footmen threw open

the big folding doors, and the stately old

butler preceded them.

''How do you do, Lady Ettrick ? " said

the Prince, coming forward rapidly, with

that gait peculiar to him. " We are a

large party come to take you by storm.

Lord Ettrick tells me he only telegraphed

to you this morning to say we were

coming."

"You are most welcome, sir," answered

Lady Ettrick, as she shook hands with the

Prince, and bowed gracefully, at the same
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time. (She had always persistently declined

to adopt the little bobbing curtsey which

Fashion reserves for royalty.) The re-

mainder of the guests, who had all arrived

with the Prince and Lord Ettrick in the

latter's special, now began to assemble, and

after the first formal greeting Lady Ettrick

said,

—

*'
I hope you will all help yourselves to

what you require. You will find tea and

coffee, fruit and various kinds of drinks in

different parts of the room."

''Yes," put in Lord Ettrick, ''this is

Liberty Hall. Here every one does what

best pleases them ; and all I and Lady

Ettrick ask is that our guests, while in

this house, should look upon it as their

own.'
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A busy hum of conversation followed,

which showed that every one was taking

the invitation in good earnest. Soon after

the door opened, and Maeva and Ronald

came in. They were not the awkward,

tongue-tied boy and girl which, alas ! is too

often representative of children of their age,

but at once went about amongst the guests

whom they knew, shaking hands, and

laughing and talking.

" Who is that very handsome boy who

has just come in with your daughter ?
"

inquired the Prince of Lady Ettrick.

*' That is my so— I should rather say

ward, sir," answered Lady Ettrick. '' He

is Lord Angus, the only child of a dear

friend of mine who was killed in the Indian

Mutiny. At present he is a naval cadet

VOL. I. 6
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on the Britannia, and is home for his

hoHdays."

*' Do call him and your daughter up,"

said the Prince. ''
I should so like to speak

to them."

"Ronald, Maeva !
" The clear, beautiful

voice struck on the children's ears amidst

all the hum and buzz of tongues. They at

once approached Lady Ettrick.

'' Maeva, the Prince wishes to see you,

and you too, Ronald," she said, as she

introduced the boy to the royal visitor.^

" I hear you are home for the holidays,

Lord Angus," said the Prince, as he shook

hands. ''
I hope you are enjoying yourself.

What do you do for companions ; have

you any friends spending them with

you :
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" I am never in want of companions, sir,

while mother and Maeva are with me,"

answered the boy simply, adding, "though

of course mother has a busy life, and cannot

always be with us ; but then, sir, there is

Maeva, and I would rather have her for a

companion than all the boys in Great Britain."

*' So Lady Maeva is your companion, is

she ? " said the Prince, with an amused

smile. " Now, what have you been doing

to-day ?
"

*' We have been grouse shooting, sir,"

answered Ronald ; "I and Maeva, between

us, got fifty brace. At least Maeva got the

most, for really I shot far from straight,

and had my eye wiped a good many

times."

*' So Lady Maeva is a good shot, is she ?

"
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laughed the Prince, following her with his

eye as she turned to speak to Miss Cham-

bertown.

" No better, sir," answered Ronald, enthu-

siastically. Gun or rifle, it is all the same
;

I can't hold a candle to her. She is perfect

at both, as, indeed, she is at everything she

tries."

" Do you hear that. Lady Ettrick ? " said

the Prince, laughing ;

" your daughter has a

doughty champion here."

" She and Ronald are like brother and

sister, sir," answered Lady Ettrick ;

*' they

have been brought up together. Your

Royal Highness has often told me I have

peculiar ideas ; and one of them, no doubt,

will seem, In your eyes, that I make as

little difference as possible in their bringing
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up. I look on the way in which women are

brought up as scandalous and cruel."

" This is most interesting," exclaimed the

Prince. '* Do give me your views, Lady

Ettrick. What is there scandalous about

the bringing up of women ?

"

*' Simply, sir, their whole treatment from

the day of their birth to that of their death.

What chance does it give a woman ? Why,

none. Take, for example, the case of my

daughter. If I condemned her to the life

which girls are usually condemned to at her

age, she would be caged up in the school-

room at this moment. Her exercise to-day

would have been some straight walk along

a road beside a governess. Her mind would

be vacuous and filled with a false modesty,

while her body would be weakly and frail.
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She would be brought up to regard Ronald

as a being vastly superior to herself, as the

privileged member of a sex to whom all the

pleasures and pastimes of life were meted

out, while she must content herself with an

existence in which activity and adventure,

and all that an enterprising spirit holds

most dear, finds no part. You heard what

Ronald has just told you, sir. He said

that the fifty brace they got to-day was

chiefly owing to the straight shooting of

my daughter. I know they must have

walked a great distance to get the bag, as

the ground they were on is not well

stocked, and they told me the birds were

wild. Well, has the girl proved herself

any the less skilful or active than Ronald ?

On the contrary, she has eclipsed him in
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shooting,—and the boy Is a good shot,—while

she has equalled him in walking and powers

of endurance. If ninety-nine women out

of a hundred had been asked to trudge

over the ground those children covered

to-day, they would be well nigh dead by

now with fatigue and weariness. Why ?

Simply because of the life they had been

accustomed to lead. Muscle and strength

wither if they are not given fair play. Yet,

look at my child. Does she look any the

worse for her long and tiring day ? Does

she not rather look bright with the glow of

health, which the natural life I permit her

to lead Infuses into her?"

** She does, Indeed," answered the Prince,

as he looked towards the bright, fair face of

the girl who was laughing merrily over some
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joke of her father's. "So I gather," he

continued, '' from what you say, that you

think the male and female sex should be

brought up together, and treated exactly

alike. But would you have women soldiers,

sailors, members of Parliament, and states-

women ?
"

*' You follow me so far, sir," answered

Lady Ettrick, " when you say I think that

the male and female sex should be brought

up together. So they should. There would

be purer morals if this were so. Our system

of teaching the man everything, the girl

nothing, has been productive of more vice

and immorality than of anything I know

;

while the system of giving the boy all the

education, and throwing open the gates of

the world to him, while giving girls a stunted
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teaching, and withholding every occupation

in which they could earn a name and fame,

and do good to mankind, is a rotten one,

which time must destroy, because of its very

unnaturalness. Every-day proof of this is

arising on all sides. Women are educating

themselves, and are reaching forth their

hands to grasp some of the good things

of this world hitherto monopolised entirely

by men. As they do so, there is a shriek

of pained surprise sent up, a paean of holy

horror. Every attempt is made to kill

these pioneers of woman's freedom by ridi-

cule, misrepresentation, and positive false-

hood. But against numerous difficulties

they struggle, for they know they are fight-

ing to overcome a great wrong. You ask

me, sir, if I would have women soldiers
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and sailors, members of Parliament, and

stateswomen ? My answer is, why not, if

you bring wo^nen up with men and give

them equal opportunities ? Of course, if

you bring them up as you are now doing,

they must be unfitted, both in mind, and

body, and experience for such duties, inas-

much as they are given no chance to practise

them ; but if you give them perfect equality

in freedom and bringing up, I am much mis-

taken if women would not take a prominent

part in all the great deeds of the world.

Healthier children would be born, fewer per-

haps—but that would be a blessing ; for we

ought to be proud to count a nation not by

its numbers, but by its health and strength."

" You think, then. Lady Ettrick," put in

the Prince, " that if men and women were
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brought up together, fewer women would

marry than they do now ?"

*'
I think so, sir, for nowadays marriage

is the only means by which a woman

can, to a certain extent, become her own

master, or acquire fortune. Nearly every

woman marries for these purposes, with

the lamentable result that hundreds of un-

happy marriages are cemented every year.

But if girls were allowed the same free-

dom and latitude as boys, and if the

professions were thrown open to them, and

they were permitted allowances in equality

with their brothers, the inducement to

marry would not be so great, and the

wretched marriages that are yearly born of

woman's bondage would never desecrate

the earth with their misery."
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'* But a woman would never be strong

enough to endure a soldier or sailor's life,

for instance," again remarked the Prince.

'* Her physical strength is very inferior to

man's."

" Tell me, sir," replied Lady Ettrick,

earnestly, "if for hundreds of years men

had been subjected to the same life allotted

to women would they not be as physically

weak ? Nature ordains that if the body

and mind are to be strong, they must have

free play, and not be cramped and con-

fined. After all, what are we but a higher

order of animal ? Yet, amidst the lower

animals, we do not find such an enormous

difference put between the sexes. The

horse and mare work equally ; the cart

mare drags as heavy a load as the cart
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horse ; the horse and mare are alike

employed in time of war, while all domes-

tic animals are pretty equal in strength

and size. It is the same with the wild

animals ; and there is only this difference

between them, which, in all my travels, I

have had ample proof of, and that is, that

the female generally shows the greatest

pluck. Why, of all the animals, should

man alone condemn his co-mate to such

an unequal existence, for of course the

laws that bind her are entirely the creation

of man's selfishness and jealousy ?
"

" Yet there are many women who are

quite content with their bondage, as you

call it, Lady Ettrick," said the Prince.

" Even, sir, as the poor caged bird is,

who has been bred and born in captivity,
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and never known anything else
;
yet there

are others who pine and fret, and cannot

exist in such an atmosphere, who look on

at the unfair treatment of their sex with

pain and sorrow, and who, in consequence,

strive against its injustice, in the face

of overwhelming odds ; for there are no

enemies to woman's freedom so hard to

contend against as those very self-satisfied

slaves referred to by your Royal High-

ness, who hug their chains, and are

content with their feebleness and subjec-

tion."

" But how would you have us set about

your emancipation, Lady Ettrick ? " in-

quired the Prince, with a smile.

" Have not m.en all the power in their

hands, sir, and can you ask that ?
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answered her ladyship warmly. " How

would I have men set about the emanci-

pation of women, your Royal Highness

asks ? Why, by encouraging education

amongst them, by throwing open the pro-

fessions to them, by letting them feel that

the selfish barriers which ha^'e hitherto

jealously guarded what men have been

pleased to term ' men's pursuits,' be hurled

down, and women allowed to taste

of them without being told by society

that they are fast, or unnatural, for doing

so. Why, in Heaven's name, should not a

woman, who pays taxes, and is qualified

in exactly the same way to vote as a man

is, be allowed to exercise her undoubted

right, whether she be married or unmar-

ried ? But the selfish, jealous laws made
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by man deny her this right, and ad-

vance puerile excuses in support thereof.

The denial of the right of voting to

women is one of the greatest proofs of

man's moral cowardice and selfish conceit

and pride."

'' Well, but woman's dress is very much

against her being able to take part in

man's pursuits," said the Prince, as Lady

Ettrick ceased speaking.

" But is it impossible that woman's dress

can be changed, sir ?
" answered the latter

inquiringly. *' What," she continued, "can

be more hideous or unsightly than the

pinched-in waists and appalling fashions

of the present day ? Yet you men encourage

them. You admire pinched-in waists and

tiny feet; and the gilded slaves of Fashion
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distort their figures and cramp their feet

to obtain your admiration, which is the

extent of their idea of happiness to which

they have been brought up and edu-

cated."

" Would you have women adopt the dress

of man ? " inquired the Prince, somewhat

startled.

" God forbid, sir, or anything so unsightly
;

for only second to woman's dress is the

hideousness of man's. No, no, sir ; but there

are many graceful and pretty ways in which

women might dress. A short skirt and

neat bodice is possible, in which they would

look nice, feel comfortable, and be arrayed

healthily and rationally. However, of course

time will bring everything right ; but mean-

while, it is galling for women who, like

VOL. L 7
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myself, tecl there is something better than

living in a gilded cage."

At this juncture Lady Ettrick and her

royal visitor were interrupted in their con-

versation by the appearance of their host,

who exclaimed,

''
I think, Lorna, we should be thinking

of dressing for dinner, and let our guests

see their rooms."

" Very well," answered his wife, rising.

**
I will go and attend to the ladies, and

show them their rooms."

'' Oh, we have been having a most

interesting conversation, Ettrick, on woman's

rights," said the Prince. " I had not much

to say, as really she has the question at

her fingers' ends, and I had no replies

ready to put against her."
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''And I doubt if your Royal Highness

would find any. Lorna has certainly con-

verted me. I used to argue with her, but

I gave it up. I found my arguments

pulverised ; and really now I thoroughly

agree with her, for I know she is a living

example of what she advocates, as is also

my own child. By-the-bye, sir, I will

give you as good a deer-stalk to-morrow

as ever your Royal Highness has had,

and as skilful a stalker as you may wish

to find anywhere."

Here Ronald came up. He had moved

away during the conversation between the

Prince and Lady Ettrick.

" Mother has told me, Lord Ettrick," he

said, ''to show you His Royal Highness's

room;"
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'* Right you are, my boy ; lead on,"

answered the marquis, as, preceded by young

Angus, the host and his royal guest left

the room.



CHAPTER IV.

\ CTIVITY and bustle pervaded Ettrick

Castle at an early hour. Prepara-

tions were in course for a big day at the

grouse, and the stalking element were also

to the fore. It had been arranged over-

night that most of the men should go out

grouse shooting ; but the royal guest had

had reserved for him some of the very

best of Lord Ettrick's well-stocked forest,

and Maeva had been appointed stalker-in-

chief. Ronald and she had been up since

break of day. The girl had always plenty

to do. A kennel of beautiful red setters

to superintend. It was she who invariably
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gave the eager animals their early morning

exercise. Three brace, too, of wavy-coated

retrievers. They likewise took part in this

recreation hour. Then there were the

colleys to visit, the falcons' quarters to

overlook, and last, but not least, the stables

to walk through. Every horse and pony

therein knew the hour for Maeva's arrival.

What a neighing and stamping there was,

as the girl passed from box to box with

a basketful of carrots, talking to, feeding, and

patting each animal in turn, above all her

beautiful and favourite hack.

Ronald, too, was busy. He had the

keepers to see, the stalkers to talk to, and

the different details of the day's sport to

arrange. When he was at home Lord

Ettrick always left these matters to the
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boy. ''It teaches the lad to use his brains,"

he would say ; and Lorna was nothing loth

that her dearly loved ward should exercise

the rights and duties of a son.

When, therefore, the guests were as-

sembled at breakfast, the boy and girl

rushed in to make known the details of

the day's programme.

'' The T-cart will be round in half an

hour, sir," said Maeva, addressing the

Prince. '' We ought to start sharp to time,

as we have an eight miles' drive, after

which a ride of quite four miles on shooting

ponies to the Glen Garva Pass. I always

think the morning is the best time for

sport. Can you be ready, sir ?
"

The Prince looked at his young inter-

locutor with an amused but admiring smile.
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'* Ready ? Of course I am ready now, as

I see you are too. What a charming kit

you have got on ! Just the right thing."

" It must be, as it's mother's choosing,"

answered the girl simply, raising her eyes

to the Prince's face. As she did so she

caught a glimpse of Lord Wrathness, who

was standing in an alcove of one of the

bay windows observing her intently. There

was a peculiar expression in his eyes

which made her look again, and without

knowing why, the hot blood rushed to

Maeva's cheeks as she did so. For one

moment the young man's eyes met hers,

then the girl turned away with a peculiar

feeling at her heart.

The Prince had never uttered a truer

word. Maeva's stalking kit was charming.
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A short-kilted skirt of dark tartan, reaching

a few inches below the knee, stockings

to match, a pair of strong heavily nailed

brogues with silver buckles, and a neat

fisherman's jersey of elastic silk and wool

material interwoven together, which fitted

her supple and graceful figure, undeformed

by the hideous invention known as stays,

was Maeva's attire. Flushed with her

morning's exercise and the ruddy glow

of health upon her cheeks, the girl looked

extremely striking ; and there was more

than one admiring glance cast in her

direction by the men of the party.

" And so you are to be my guide

to-day, are you ? " continued the Prince

jokingly. " Lord Ettrick tells me there

is no better stalker anywhere, and that
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you know every cranny and nook of

Ettric Forest by heart."

''And she ought to, sir," put in that

nobleman with a laugh. '' Angus and

Maeva have roamed it since they could

walk almost. Both children stalked and

shot their first stag along the steep

descent which girts the Garva Pass.

When you are ready, sir, to start, she

is
;
you have only got to give the word.

Wrathness," continued the marquis, address-

ing the young man who had now turned

his back on the assembled party, and was

dreamily gazing out of the window at

a blue line of distant hills that showed

picturesquely above a fringe of dark fir

trees outside, ''what do you propose doing?

Will you grouse shoot or stalk ?
"
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" Lord Wrathness wishes to stalk, Lord

Ettrick," exclaimed Ronald, who was

standing close by. ''I told Macpherson to

be ready to accompany him. He is to

drive to the Falls of Doun, and thence

proceed on foot into the Gleena Forest,

where he should have rare sport."

" Then I think it is settled pretty well

what we are all to do," continued the

marquis. '' There will be luncheon on

the moor as well as here for such of

the ladies who wish to join us, unless

there are any who wish to shoot or ac-

company the shooters. Remember, this

is Liberty Hall, and every one does as he

or she pleases here."

'' How I wish I could go with the

shooters
!

" whispered Miss Chambertown
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to Maeva. '' What a happy girl you are,

to be sure ! Oh, why are not all mothers

like yours I wonder ?

"

"Won't yours let you go?" said Maeva,

opening her eyes wide. *' But why?"

*' Oh, she says it isn't a woman's place.

That it would not be proper or right, or

rubbish to that effect," answered the girl

impatiently. *' My life is a perfect misery.

I hate the cramped existence I lead, and

always have. In the schoolroom it was one

long tussle with my governess against the

prude and the proper, and now I'm out it is

simply unbearable. I often feel as if I

should like to run away, disguise as a

man, and try and show by my future

life that a woman can get on as well as

any man. There is only one other outlet
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from my present hateful position, and that

is marriage. In some respects a woman

becomes freer, but in others a greater

slave than before, by marriage. However,

what can one do but that?"

**
I am so sorry for you," began Maeva,

when she was interrupted by the Prince,

who had risen from the table, and ex-

claimed laughingly,

*' In five minutes sharp I shall be ready,

Lady Maeva. If we don't start sharp to

time it won't be my fault."

"All right, sir, everything is in waiting.

There will be no delay," answered Maeva.

Then she turned to Miss Chambertown

again.

''
I shall ask mother to try and arrange

that you go with the shooters. I think
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she will manage it. Mrs. Chambertown

won't like to refuse her." And with a

merry twinkle in her eyes Maeva moved

towards Lady Ettrick.

'* Mother, do me a favour," she whispered,

as the latter laid her hand caressingly

on her daughter's curly head. " Please

persuade Mrs. Chambertown to let her

daughter go with the shooters. Will you

promise me this, mother ? It will make me

so happy. Poor girl, she is dying to go."

''All right, darling, I'll make it right,"

answered Lady Ettrick, with a smile; ''and

now off with you, and mind you show the

Prince good sport."

"Won't I just," laughed Maeva happily,

as she ran gaily out of the room.

Half-a-dozen carriages were drawn up
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at and around the front door, immediately

facing the steps being the T-cart for

Maeva and the Prince. The girl at once

took the reins from the groom, while

Ronald superintended the installation of

the rifles and luncheon in the trap. Close

by a Gillie boy was standing holding in

leash a handsome rough-coated shepherd

dog.

*' Loose him, Patsie," said Maeva,

motioning to the lad to let the dog go.

'' Come on, Gelert, old boy ; there'll be

work for you to-day, perhaps," she con-

tinued, as the liberated dog bounded to

the carriage side and began springing

around it, overjoyed at seeing his mistress.

*' So I have kept you waiting, after all,"

exclaimed the Prince, as he came hurry-
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ing down the steps ; but I don't think

Vm a moment late, am I
?

"

" Oh no, sir ! it's I who am a moment

too soon, I expect," answered Maeva,

with a mischievous smile. '' But all the

same, it's high time we were off."

And the instant the Prince had taken

his seat the merry girl flicked the horses

lightly with her whip, and the next

moment the carriage was bowling along

the broad carriage drive which swept

down from Ettrick Castle, through as

noble a park as can be seen anywhere,

with Gelert bounding in front of the

horses full of doggish joy and delight.

Suddenly, however, Maeva reined up the

horses, and looking back called to Ronald.

He was quickly beside the carriage.
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** Oh, Ronald dear
!

" she exclaimed,

"as Lord Wrathness is going to the

Gleena Forest, do ask him to bring me

one of those ferns that cling along the

western face. They only grow there, you

know, and I want a good specimen to

send as a pattern for a painting. Don't

forget, dear."

*' Right you are, Maeva," laughed the

boy ; "I'll give your message rigidly exact.

Now be off, and good luck."

Away dashed the carriage and horses

again as young Angus moved back towards

the castle, and as the boy ascended the

steps he heard Lord Ettrick laughingly

exclaim, ''Hallo, Wrathness, what's up?''

Looking in the direction of the person

addressed, Ronald perceived that he was
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Standing motionless, with folded arms,

watching the retreating carriage. At

Lord Ettrick's words he started, and

passed his hand across his eyes.

" Nothing, Ettrick, nothing. I was in the

land of dreams, that's all," he answered

hastily, but with a look so distressed that

Ronald hastened to change the subject.

*'
I have a message to you, Lord

Wrathness, from Maeva," he said briskly.

And having delivered it, he added, " That

is your trap ; everything is in it that you

will require, and Macpherson awaits your

orders. I do hope you will have a good

day. Gleena Forest has many a noble

stag in it."

" Thank you, Lord Angus," answered

the young earl gently, " I will not fail to
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do Lady Maeva's commission;" but as he

uttered the last words Ronald noticed that

his voice shook, and that his face was

very white.

" Are you ill ? , Is there anything the

matter.'*" he inquired anxiously.

*' Nothing, nothing, my boy," hastily

rejoined the other, as he walked towards

the waiting trap. In another moment he

had jumped into it, and was gone.

*'
I wonder what's up with Lord Wrath-

ness," Ronald observed to Lord Ettrick

as the two entered the great hall of the

castle together. " How white he looked,

and how his voice shook."

** Oh, Wrathness is a funny chap,"

answered the marquis lightly; ''perhaps

he is in love !

"
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"In love?" echoed the boy inquir-

ingly. ''
I wonder what love is ?

"

" You'll find out some day, my lad, never

fear," answered Lord Ettrick, as he patted

Ronald's shoulder, and looked down ad-

miringly at the beautiful face of the boy.

*' But it is high time we grouse shooters

were off, Ronald. Do your best to get

them all together while I go and speak

to the mother;" saying which, the speaker

strode away towards Lady Ettrick'

s

private sitting-room or sanctum.



CHAPTER V.

T T OW describe the glories of the

famous Glen Garva Forest, upon

which Maeva Doon and her royal com-

panion sought the sport of kings on the

day in question ? Hard it is to do so.

One must have roamed its corries and

mountains, clambered its crags, dived into

its valleys, crested its peaks, before one

could drink in the reality of its beauty,

and take to heart any feeble human

description of a scene so visibly wrought

by the hand of God.

I will not attempt to do so, but rather
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accompany their steps as, followed at a

respectful distance by two Gillies leading

ponies, Maeva and the Prince wended

their way through the gloomy defile, known

as the Glen Garva Pass. At the girl's

heels, shadowing every step she took,

stalked Gelert, wise as Solomon, and per-

fectly aware of what was going to happen

that day.

''We shall assuredly sight deer, sir, in

a few minutes," whispered Maeva, as she

pointed to a rising hillock of rough rock

and loose stones ahead of them. ''
I will

just creep up yon face and have a spy, if

your Royal Highness will wait a second,"

and suiting her action to her words, the

girl sprung lightly forward, having pre-

viously, by a single motion of her uplifted
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hand, caused Gelert to crouch down flat

on the ground.

Rapidly, but with extreme caution, the

girl-stalker crept up the rough hillock's

side, and on reaching the summit peered

furtively over. A sudden crouching move-

ment on her part apprised the Prince that

deer were in sight ; and as Maeva took

careful stock of their position, number, and

quality her companion loaded his rifle and

prepared for action. As he did so she

slipped back from her elevated position

and rejoined him.

'' There are four beauties, hardly a mile

away, sir," she exclaimed eagerly ;

'' but

they are in a bad position, being on the

face of a steep hill-side. We shall have

to make quite a four-mile detour to get
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the wind right, and obtain anything like

cover for the stalk. This way, sir. We

must make haste."

As she spoke Maeva plunged hastily

down the course of a dry mountain torrent

bed which led between two high hillocks,

and sloped gradually in the direction of a

snug little valley far down the side of the

mountain on which they were standing.

As she made her way lightly and rapidly

over the rough ground beneath her feet,

the Prince, who followed close behind,

could not but admire the grace, agility,

and natural ease with which her lithe and

active figure sped along. Apparently, it

knew not what fatigue meant, and was

thoroughly at home on these Scottish

hills.
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" I begin to believe Lady Ettrick is

right," he muttered to himself '' That

is a child of Nature in good earnest. No

hard and fast rules from Dame Propriety

have meddled there. The girl is a thorough

and living example of her mother's doctrine

about the necessary freedom to women.

Bless my soul ! what a pace she goes !

"

This last remark was not out of reason,

for Maeva was getting rapidly over her

ground, and never paused to take breath

for one moment. She seemed bent on

gaining the valley below them with as

little delay as possible, and apparently was

pursuing a direction sheltered as much as

possible from the wind, which was blowing

straight towards the objects of the stalk.

When, however, at length the valley was
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reached, Maeva halted, and turned to the

Prince. Her cheeks were flushed with

the exercise, her bright glossy curls clustered

upon the forehead, ofl' which she had

pushed the stalking cap that had up till

then confined them, and her rosy lips were

parted with an eager smile. She was a

picture indeed.

" Business begins here now, sir," she

again whispered. " We must steal along

this valley as still as death, creep up

yonder rocky face at its end, and then

strike across a rough gorge that leads from

it ; we shall thus get behind the deer, and

you will have only about a hundred paces

to creep on your hands and knees. Please

follow this way, sir."

And again she sped forward as rapidly
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as before, this time along the valley itself.

Fifteen minutes' sharp walking brought them

to the foot of the rocky face which the

girl had pointed out. Up this they crept

very noiselessly, and on gaining the summit

found a rough gorge leading straight along

as she had described. Following this for

about five hundred paces, Maeva pulled up,

at the same time whispering, " They're

not two hundred yards away, sir, now
;

but I would just advise you to take five

minutes' wind before trying to get a sight

of them. We have had some rough

walking, and I fear I've come over

quick. But I was terribly afraid they

would feed too far into the open to be

reached if we loitered at all."

''
I am not a bit blown, Lady Maeva,"
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answered her companion, perhaps slightly-

nettled by the remark, which seemed, he

thought, to imply that he was winded.

" Let us get to work at once."

*' This way, sir, then," exclaimed the girl

eagerly, as she went down on her hands

and knees, and with lowered head began

to creep cautiously round the side of a

somewhat bare hill, behind which the halt

had been made. Proceeding thus for about

fifty paces, she suddenly sunk flat against

the ground with a warning ''Whist, sir."

With the alertness of a connoisseur in

the noble art they were engaged upon, the

Prince sank as rapidly earthwards, and lay

motionless, while Maeva, stiffening her neck

and raising her head rigidly, peered fur-

tively over the low rock, behind which
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she had thrown herself. The next moment

she had lowered it again, and signed to

her companion to creep to her side.

" They are just below us, sir," she

whispered, when he had done so. '* Not

seventy feet away ; three fine beasts. One

is feeding head to wind, one is broadside

on, the other, head this way. Take the

broadside one, sir, and if your Royal

Highness can get a fair second shot, take

the beast nearest us next. Now, sir."

Raising himself as cautiously as possible

on to one knee, the Prince brought his rifle

to his shoulder, and resting it on the

rock behind which he was concealed, took

careful aim at the broadside stag.

Whir—r—r—r, ping—g—g, the shot's

echo re-echoed far and wide. Maeva
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was on her knees just in time to see

the stag spring forward, splutter on to

his head, and turn over on his side motion-

less. At the same moment his companions

sprang to attention ; the next instant they

were bounding away down the steep crag

side of the mountain's face. But even

as they did so, another shot rung forth,

and the hindermost beast came down

with a crash, rolling over and over with

the violence of his fall until an interven-

ing bush interposed to arrest the animal's

further progress. He stirred no more,

for he, too, was stone dead.

*' Bravo, bravo !
" cried Maeva, as she

sprung to her feet, and waved her cap

around her head. " Those were two

splendid shots. I've never seen better
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before. Just as I like to see them done.

Oh, you are a trump
"

But the next minute she had checked

herself, and flushed crimson to the roots

of her hair, as she recollected who she

was addressing. A troubled look over-

spread her flushed face, and a pleading

one shone in the beautiful grey eyes.

" I beg your pardon, sir, a thousand

times," she exclaimed. " Please forgive

me. I quite forgot, indeed I did. I was

so excited, I thought I was talking to

Ronald, and, and
"

'' And you took me for him. Lady

Maeva," laughed the Prince, who was

highly amused. " Well, I am greatly

flattered. I have nothing to forgive, and

I am delighted you believe me to be a
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trump. So you think those were two

good shots, eh ? Personally, I call them

rather lucky ones."

''
I never saw better, sir," answered

the girl, gravely ;

" and I do not think

they were flukes, but the result of first-

rate shooting. That is how I like to see

a stalk end. I can't stand the sight of a

wounded stag. It's horrible !

"

The two had scrambled down to where

the first beast lay—a magnificent one it was,

with a grand head, and, undoubtedly, an

exceedingly weighty animal. So, too, Maeva

pronounced the second one to be when they

moved on to examine it. Better success

could not have been wished for.

'' Will you have lunch now, sir ?
"

inquired the girl, as the pony and
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Gillies hove in sight. " If so, the men

can load up and take the deer home,

and after refreshments we will have

another try if you wish."

'' A very good plan," answered the

Prince. ''I'm game for lunch ; and with

such a stalker as you, Lady Maeva,

for any amount of rough work after-

wards. Lord Ettrick spoke truly when

he promised me a skilful guide last

night."

" There is many a better than I, sir,"

answered Maeva, with a laugh. " I

happen to know the forest well, that is

all ; but here is the pony. Let's get to

lunch, and work again afterwards."

And a merry lunch they had, too, the

Prince and his girl guide, whom he
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found amusing, witty, and entertaining.

And while they ate and chatted, the

Gillies worked with a will, so that the

pony was completely loaded up by the

time lunch had ended.

Having despatched it homewards, with

instructions to the Gillies to send up two

more ponies and their Gillies to the Glen

Garva Pass, there to await her, Maeva

and the Prince set forth in quest of further

sport. Success attended them tnroughout

the afternoon, three more fine beasts

falling to the Prince's rifle. The day

was far spent when they regained the pass,

where they found ponies and men in

waiting. These were despatched to bring

home the deer, while the Prince and

his companion made their way down the
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mountain side to the little hamlet where

the T-cart stood awaiting them. Elated

and highly pleased with the day's sport,

they were quickly bowling homewards.

On reaching Ettrick Casde, they found

that all the sportsmen had returned with

the exception of Lord Wrathness. They

were naturally greeted with inquiries as

to the sport they had had, and both

Maeva and the Prince launched forth into

an animated description of the day's doings.

The former was never tired of telling

Ronald how beautifully the Prince had

shot, his skill having quite won the girl's

heart, and placed him on a very high

pedestal in her opinion. Having indulged

a little later on in a warm bath and

change of clothes, Maeva sought Ronald
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in Lady Ettrick's sanctum, where the boy

was ''pitching into his tea " as he called it.

*' Have you heard, dear," she inquired,

"what sort of sport Lord Wrathness had

to-day in the Gleena Forest ? I hope it

was good, eh ?

"

''Lord Wrathness, Maeva ! Why, I have

not seen him since he started this morning
;

and that reminds me that I had better

find out if he has returned," answered

Ronald, as he leaned towards the bell and

rang it.

A tall footman answered the summons.

" See, Henry, if Lord Wrathness has

returned yet, and let me know," said the

boy addressing the servant, who replied

laconically, "Yes, my lord," and vanished.

In a few minutes he was back again, and
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there was a peculiar expression in his face,

which made Ronald look anxiously at him.

" Macpherson is back, my lord, but his

lordship has not returned. Macpherson

says as how his lordship sent him home

after getting two stags, and told him he

should walk back to the castle. They

parted in the Dead Man's Valley, and

Macpherson says his lordship said some-

thing about seeking some ferns. He thinks

it strange his lordship hasn't come back,

as it's nigh five hours since he left him
;

but perhaps your lordship might wish to

see Macpherson ?

"

'' Tell him to come here at once, Henry,"

broke in Maeva in a startled tone. " Good

Heavens ! Ronald, I do trust no harm

has come to him. I never dreamt they
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would get anywhere near the Dead Man s

Valley. There are those steep chasm rocks

there on which that fern grows which I

asked you to ask him to get for me. But

I meant him to get it from the western

face of Gleena Forest, and never imagined

they would get anywhere near that horrid

Dead Man's Valley."

A knock at the door, and Macpherson

entered.

''What can have come to Lord Wrath-

ness, Macpherson?" inquired Ronald,

" Henry tells me it is five hours since

you left his lordship."

" And maybe it'll be mair na that the

noo, my lord," answered the stalker gravely.

" I'm thinking it's just varra strange his

lordship is no returnit."
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*' I think so, too," exclaimed Maeva.

*' We must see Lord Ettrick immediately,

Macpherson," she added, as she opened

the door. Please send word to the stables

to bring round the dog-cart at once with

the grey mare, and be ready to go with

it. I shall drive to the Gleena Forest."

With that she was gone in search of

her father.

Lord Ettrick, Maeva found in the billiard

room. He and the Prince were smoking

cigarettes, and trying their luck at a game

'' Father !
" she exclaimed, " Lord Wrath-

ness has not turned up. Macpherson left

him over five hours ago in the Dead Man's

Valley. I'm terribly afraid he has tried

to get me those ferns I asked him to

bring from those awful chasm rocks. If
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SO, assuredly there must have been an

accident. I have ordered the dog-cart

round, and will drive with Macpherson

and two other Gillies to see if I can find

him. God only grant it is not as I appre-

hend ; but I have a firm conviction it is

so."

** You are surely not going yourself, Lady

Maeva?" inquired the Prince. "I hardly

think Wrathness has come to any harm
;

but in any case we will go. Why should

you :

'' Because, sir, no one knows the Gleena

Forest so well as I do, unless it be Macpherson,

and I doubt if even he does. I must go
;

indeed I must, father," added the girl, with

a pleading look. " I could not rest with the

thought on my mind that the poor fellow
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had come to grief executing a stupid com-

mission given thoughtlessly by me."

'' Never fret, dear, you shall go. I would

trust my lassie anywhere," answered the

marquis. " Personally, I do not think

Wrathness has come to any harm ; he may

have lost his way, that's all. However, do

you go on with Macpherson, and take Neil,

Cameron, and Archie Doun with you, and if

you are not back in an hour, I will follow

with Ronald and some other men."

" Thank you, father ; tell mother," was

all Maeva replied, as she hurried away to

slip on a pair of strong boots and a stalking

cap. Meeting Ronald in the hall, she told

him what Lord Ettrick had said. "All

right, darling," answered the boy, " I'll be

soon after you if you don't speedily turn
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up with Lord Wrathness. There's the dog-

cart round, and Macpherson following with

two men carrying a sight o' rope between

them. Let's see which they are. Why, just

the two you want, Neil and Archie. I bet

you find him in a trivet."

" I hope so, Ronald," answered the girl

gravely ;
'*

I shall do my best. Do you

drive, Frank, and, Macpherson, you and I

will get up in front, Neil and Archie behind.

That will make the weight right. And,

now, let's be off. Drive fast, Frank. Oh

!

by-the-bye, are there any lanterns in ?
"

*' Yes, my leddy," answered Archie, ** I

put them in myself, four of them."

** All right, then
;
go on, Frank. Follow

on, Ronald, won't you, if we are not back

soon ?
"
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" Of course we shall, Maeva," answered

her cousin warmly, as the dog-cart started

off at a rapid pace. He stood watching it

as it went bowling along in the evening

light.

" God bless my dear old Maeva," he

said to himself. " What a brick she is !

I shall never find another like her as long

as I live."
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A HAND was laid on his shoulder as

he finished speaking. He looked

up. It was Lady Ettrick.

" Moralising all to yourself, my boy ?

"

she inquired, with a cheery smile. ** Where

is Maeva?"

Ronald explained what had happened, and

for a moment Lady Ettrick was a little

anxious, but she quickly got over the feeling.

**Just what I should have done," she

muttered ;

''
I cannot blame her."

The news quickly spread, and, although

the dressing-bell had rung, no one went up
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to change. Dinner was announced, and

every one went into the dining-room little

inclined to eat. An hour had nearly passed

since Maeva's departure, and there was no

sign of her return. Lord Ettrick nodded

to Ronald, who rose, went and spoke to

Lady Ettrick, and hurried from the room.

In a few minutes the marquis also got up.

" I am very sorry, sir," he said, addressing

the Prince, " but I must go and aid in this

search. My girl has not returned. There

must be something up. Lorna, you will see

to every one, will you not ? " he continued,

addressing his wife.

*' Of course," she answered, while the

Prince exclaimed, " I shall come with you,

Ettrick ; really, it Jooks serious. I begin to

fear Lady Maeva was right."
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At this juncture Ronald looked in. '* The

brake will be round in a minute, Lord

Ettrick," he said, "and Donald Fraser and

Stuart are all ready. They know the

Gleena the best after Neil and Archie,

who have gone with Maeva."

" I'm coming, lad," answered the marquis

hurriedly, as he approached the door, fol-

lowed by the Prince. Both men ran up-

stairs to get their boots on, and were soon

at the front door, round which all the guests

had clustered. The brake was waiting, and

the search party quickly took their seats,

driving off amidst fervent wishes for their

success.

Long ere this Maeva and her companions

had reached the Gleena Forest, the dog-

cart putting up at a watcher's cottage
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They had proceeded at once to the spot

where Macpherson had parted with Lord

Wrathness, each armed with a lantern, for'

although the moon was shining brightly,

fitful clouds from time to time hid it from

view. They stood together in the Dead

Man's Valley, a long narrow gorge, fringed

on either side by ghastly-looking rocks and

precipices. Loud and long the men shouted,

but no answer came back save a mocking

echo.

'* Macpherson," said Maeva, in a decided

voice, '*it is no manner of use our being all

together. We must spread out and examine

these ledges all along. If anybody hears

or sees anything, let the signal be three

sharp whistle calls."

'' Varra weel, my leddy," answered the
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old Stalker; "and which way will your

ladyship be taking ?
"

'* Over the Devil's Pass" replied the

girl, unheeding the earnest signs of expos-

tulation to which all three men gave vent

on hearing her decision.

'' Then, maybe, your leddyship will

allow me to go, too," exclaimed Archie

Doun. '' The Devil's Pass is no a place

to venture on alone such a night as this.

I beg you, my leddy, to let me come."

*' All right ; come on, Archie," answered

the girl just a shade impatiently. ''No

use standing here all night."

She hurried forward as she spoke. Her

heart was throbbing with a strange excite-

ment. It was horrible to picture to herself

the mangled form of the young man, whose
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earnest gaze, full of longing and sadness,

had so curiously impressed her that morning.

Was he dead, and was it through her fault ?

Over and over again she kept asking

herself this question as she sped swiftly

along, the faithful Archie close behind her.

They were not long in reaching the

Devil's Pass, a narrow ledge of rock,

running along the side of a precipitous face,

beneath which dashed a mountain torrent,

and along which Maeva knew full well

the ferns she had asked for grew, and grew

only in that part. Could it be that the

young earl had spied them there, endeavoured

to reach them, and slipping, had fallen

down the steep and forbidding face ? It

was a terrible idea, but it had impressed

itself on the girl's mind.
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''Now, Archie," she said in a low, quick,

and imperative voice, *' tie that coil of rope

round my waist, plant yourself against this

rock, and pay it out as I move along
;

but keep it taut, you know. Now do as

I bid you, Archie, without delay."

There was a wistful look in the young

fellow's eyes. He longed to propose him-

self for the dangerous passage which his

young mistress was about to undertake,

but there was that in her voice which

told him it would be hopeless. Maeva

meant going herself. It was not the first

time she had trod the Devil's Pass, but

never before had she attempted it at night-

time ; and now that the clouds were playing

hide and seek with the moon, the venture

was none of the safest. But Maeva had
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a heart of steel, a nerve of iron, a de-

termined will. She would not be easily

defeated.

Flit, flit went the moon, as she stepped

on to the narrow ledge. She bared the

light of her lantern, and cast it ahead of

her. It made the gloom of the deep

abyss below more dense and opaque.

Very cautiously the girl put one foot in

front of the other, turning her back on the

precipice, and clutching the jagged rough

rocks of the steep face as she moved

along. Several times she stopped and

called out the name of Lord Wrathness, but

no sound came back save the rushing of

the mountain torrent. Suddenly, however,

she paused and listened. Was it fancy, or

was it reality ? Maeva decidedly thought
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she heard a sigh or a groan beneath where

she was standing. She had compassed

some fifty feet of her perilous position, and

reached a spot beneath which, on a jut-

ting ledge, she knew that the species of

fern which she had commissioned the

young earl to procure her, grew. She

strained her ears to catch the slightest

sound which might arise amidst the moun-

tain torrent's roar. Yes, there It was

again ! The same strange sigh or groan.

** Lord Wrathness, are you there, are you

there?" she called down In a clear but

anxious voice, and then she listened—oh,

so intently !— for a reply.

No voice answered her, but she heard,

unmistakably this time, a deep groan, and

then a choking sound. It was a human
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sound, too. Maeva needed no more proof

of this. She felt certain, too, that Lord

Wrathness was there.

'* Thank God, he is alive !" she exclaimed,

the tears rushing to her eyes. " He is

on the Devil's ledge. God help me ; help

me to save him."

Well might she utter that earnest prayer,

for Maeva knew that to reach the Devil's

ledge entailed danger and difficulty untold.

But she never hesitated, never flinched

for one single moment. It never entered

her head to fear for herself. Her only

fear was for the poor young fellow

stretched on that ledge maimed and help-

less, perhaps dying. She raised her whistle,

and blew three sharp clear notes upon it.

She heard Archie give a cheer as he re-
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sponded in like fashion. Far away up

the Dead Man's Valley answering whistles

resounded. Then the girl seized the taut

rope that Archie held so steadily, and

balancing herself with it, retraced her

steps to where the Gillie stood.

** Archie, I've found him," she cried.

** He did not speak, but I heard him as

clear as can be. He is on the ^Devil's

ledge."

"My! that's terrible. How will we get

at him, my leddy ?''

'* How get at him, Archie ? Only one

way. You must lower me over this face,

and when Macpherson comes, he and Neil

can lower you after me. We must creep

along the crags that skirt the torrent till

we get beneath the ledge. Then I'll scale
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the rock and take the rope with me.

There's a stout mountain ash grows upon

it. I can make the rope fast to it, and

lower the poor young fellow to you, and

then come down the rope myself. By

that time Lord Ettrick and the others

will be here. Tell Macpherson he is to

go and watch for them at the entrance

to the Dead Man's Valley, and tell Neil

to keep watch here. Now. Archie, hold

tight ; I'm going."

While speaking Maeva had made the

rope tight round herself and under her

arms, fastening the knot on her breast, and

at the words, '' Hold tight ; I'm going,''

had gone down on her knees, and was pre-

paring to slip over the precipitous side.

Without a word Archie seized the rope and
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held it firmly, paying it out deftly but

carefully.

Down, down, down, gradually went the

slight girl's form. Her hands were well

employed keeping herself off the sharp

rocks. At length she touched terra firma,

and at the same moment the moon shone

out brilliantly. She could hear voices above,

and knew that Neil and Macpherson had

arrived. Quickly undoing the rope she

shouted up to Archie to come on. She

saw it pulled up quickly, and in a few

minutes beheld him descending.

" That's it, Archie," she said quietly, as

the Gillie touched the rocks on which she

was standing, '' Now, man, shout to them

to throw down the other end, and let's be

moving. Every moment is precious."
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The man obeyed. Down came the rope>

which Maeva seized, and quickly coiling it

up, passed her head through the ring thus

formed. In another second both were

scrambling over the disjointed crags and

peaked rocks that hemmed in the torrent's

course, making for the spot beneath the

DeviPs Ledge.

Ten minutes, and they had reached it.

The moon still shone brightly, and revealed

to view the steep, gaunt face up which the

girl purposed to climb. It had all the

appearance of inaccessibility.

But Maeva was not daunted. She had

not roamed the forests of her mother and

father with her playmate Ronald in vain.

Many a crag had the two scaled together

in their happy rambles, and no defter or
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more active mountaineers existed all the

hillside round than the boy and girl.

She scrutinised it closely, and with the

eye of a connoisseur, picking out the places

which she thought the most likely to afford

a footing, though in the moonlight she

was well aware that every shadow played

deception's part. Then, as Archie looked

ruefully at the forbidding face, she spoke.

'*
I shall take that right line, if possible,

Archie ; and do you stand here and try

and hear what 1 say from the ledge when I

get there. It's rather out of hearing with

this noisy water behind." The next moment

she had placed her foot on a narrow pro-

jection, and the ascent began. Breathlessly

the faithful Gillie stood watching his young

mistress. Archie would have died for
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Maeva any day. One of her father's own

clan, the lad had been bred up on the

threshold of the castle, and had been the

ever-faithful attendant in their shooting

expeditions and otherwise of Ronald and

Maeva. He loved the two children with

all the fidelity of a faithful nature, but in

his affections the daughter of his chief

held uppermost sway. And now, as he

watched the girl's perilous ascent, he de-

termined that if she slipped and fell, he

would break that fall, come what might,

even at the expense of his own life.

Such a sacrifice, though it would have

been willingly given, was not demanded by

the course of events from the devoted ser-

vant. Step by step, slowly but surely, the

lithe young child of Nature reduced the
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distance between herself and the ledge,

until at length her left hand was reached

up to grasp it. A great sob burst from the

young man as he felt that she was safe.

And Maeva, drawing herself up on to

that ledge, scanned its surface eagerly.

Beneath the shadow of a mountain ash that

grew thereon she made out a dark-looking

lump, and creeping quickly towards it, she

knew at once that her surmises had been

all correct. It was the doubled-up figure

of a man. There was no need to identify

it. She knew it was Lord Wrathness.

Very quickly she passed her hand across

his face. He was lying on his back, his

eyes wide open, fixed and staring. One

arm lay stretched out beside him, and the

hand thereof clenched a bunch of ferns, the
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Other was doubled beneath him, as were

also his legs.

The face felt cold and rigid. She bent

down and laid her ear against his heart,

stifling her own breathing to ascertain if

she could detect a sound. There was

undoubtedly a slight movement, but it was

very, very faint. Far beneath where she

lay she could hear the sound of voices.

She crept to the edge of the ledge and

peered over. Yes, Ronald, and Lord

Ettrick, and Neil and Donald were there.

They had just arrived.

'* Father. Ronald," she shouted, " he is

up here ; he is not dead. Here, catch the

rope, Ronald, and come up. I'll make it

fast to the ash." It took her very little

time to carry her words into action, and
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in a few minutes Ronald was by her side,

quickly followed by Archie and Neil. The

former had a flask slung over his shoulder,

which he at once passed to Maeva, and

she, kneeling down beside the young

earl's prostrate form, poured a few drops

down his throat of the mixture of whisky

and water which it contained. Next she

took a mouthful thereof herself, and blew it

quickly back into the unconscious man's face.

The effect was electrical, for he moved

his head, and gave a gurgling, choking

sigh, just the same as Maeva had heard

from the Devil's Pass. Then the light

of life appeared to return to the hitherto

staring eyes, and the soft, dreamy expression

peculiar to them came back. He turned

them on Maeva, recognising her at once.
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*' Lady Maeva," he whispered, " where

am I ? How did you get here ? " And

he strove to rise, but fell back with a

low stifled cry of pain.

** Keep still, Lord Wrathness," said

the girl gently. " I fear you are terribly

hurt ; but, thank God, we have found

you. We shall have to let you down

from this, and get you up to the valley.

We will do it as gently as possible
;

but I dread the pain you will be

put to."

**Ah! never mind that," he answered,

with a quiet smile, '* I'll be a good patient,

you will see ; but a very helpless one," he

added, '' for my left arm and one of my

legs are broken, and I think my spine is

a good deal knocked about*"
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It was terribly rough work moving the

poor fellow, who evidently suffered acute

torture, to judge by his white, contracted

features. Maeva made the cord fast round

his loins, and bringing the rope up to the

chest secured it under the armpits. In

this fashion they lowered him as gently

as possible to where Lord Ettrick was

standing, then with another cord they all

descended one after the other.

" God bless my own lassie," was all

Lord Ettrick said, as Maeva reached the

ground ; but the girl heard her father's

voice tremble, and she knew that her

action that night was approved by him.

Then Neil and Donald, who were the two

strongest present, raised the poor mangled

sufferer and bore him as tenderly as cir-
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cumstances would permit to the base of the

Devil's Pass, where Macpherson, Fraser,

and the Prince were awaiting them above.

Here the dread ordeal of hoisting had to

be gone through, during which the poor

sufferer fainted once more from sheer pain.

When every one had been drawn up,

Donald and Neil again raised their burden,

and the whole party hurried along the valley

and down the mountain face to where the

brake and dog-cart stood awaiting them.

A mattress was procured from the watcher's

cottage, placed in the brake, and Lord

Wrathness, still unconscious, laid upon it.

Rapidly the carriage then made for Ettrick

Castle. There was little speaking on the

way home, events having cast a gloom over

every one. But in this all were agreed that

VOL. 1. II
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if the young earl's life was saved that night,

it had been accomplished by the pluck, skill,

and cool determination of Maeva Doun.

As the carriage swept up the drive to the

front door, this latter was thrown open, and

Lady Ettrick came out on to the steps.

*' Have you found him ? " she called out

in an anxious, eager tone.

** Ay, ay, Lorna ; he is here, poor chap,

alive, but terribly mangled," answered Lord

Ettrick. '* The credit of finding him is

Maeva's. She risked her life twice over

to get to him. Ah, Lorna! the child's her

mother over again."

As he spoke, Donald, Eraser, Neil, and

Archie ascended the steps, bearing the

mattress on which Lord Wrathness lay

stretched;
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" This way," said Lady Ettrick, de-

cisively. Then turning to Ronald, she

exclaimed,

'' My boy, send for Dr. Stuart at once,

and bring him up to my room when he

comes."

Saying which, she led the way upstairs

followed by the Gillies with their burden

and Maeva. The girl perceiv^ed that in

Wrathness's hand were still clutched the

ferns, to obtain which he had narrowly

risked losing his life.



CHAPTER VII.

C^ IX weeks had passed away since the

events narrated in the last chapter.

The party at Ettrick Castle had long

since broken up, and Ronald, too, had

returned on board the Britannia to com-

plete his last term of instruction before

proceeding to sea. One only of that

party remained under Lord Ettrick's

hospitable roof, and that one was Lord

Wrathness, still a prisoner to his couch,

and likely so to be for some considerable

time to come.

Very carefully and attentively had he

been nursed and waited on by Lady
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Ettrick and Maeva, this latter proving his

constant companion and comforter through

the many hours of discomfort and pain,

that he had been obHged to endure, but

throughout which he had displayed a

patience and pluck that had won the

admiration and respect of all who had

come in contact with him during that

period.

It was the middle of September, and a

hot glorious day too, that, stretched on

his couch by the open window of his

cheery sitting-room, Lord Wrathness gazed

out upon the beautiful scene at his feet.

He was alone, and held in his hand an

open letter, at which he glanced anxiously

from time to time.

" Fool that I was !

" he exclaimed in a
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suppressed voice. '' Oh, to undo the work

of that mad hour! What would I not

give ? All my wealth ? Ay, all of it ; for

of what use is this wealth to me, now ?
"

There was a bitter smile on the lips

of the young earl as he uttered these list

words, and the expression in his eyes

was unutterably sad. For about the

twentieth time that morning, since his

servant had brought him in the letter

already referred to, he turned his attention

again to the contents thereof.

A light step sounded along the corridor

outside, and a low tap followed. The young

man crushed the letter in his hand, and

turned his head joyfully towards the door.

*' May I come in ? " inquired the cheery

voice of Maeva from the other side.
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" Come in, come in," answered Lord

Wrathness. There was a happy ring in

his voice ; the sad expression had flown

like magic from his face.

''Look here, Lord Wrathness, see what

I've been getting you. Are they not

beauties ?
" And Maeva displayed to the

young man's view a basket full of large,

luscious, ripe blackberries.

'' How kind, how awfully kind. Lady

Maeva," he exclaimed, stretching out his

hands to receive the basket. '' But what

a trouble you must have been to, to get

them. Did you not tell me yesterday the

place where they grew was ten miles off?"

''And what is twenty miles' drive on a

day like this, with a ripping horse, to one

who loves driving a good animal ?
"
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answered the girl with a laugh. ''It was a

pleasure, no sacrifice whatever. Now I

am going to ring for some powdered

sugar, and we will have a feast together.

Oh, by-the-bye, I hope you got your

letter. There was only one for you, and I

gave it to your man to bring you. I got

one from dear old Ronald myself,—

a

long chatty epistle. I hope yours was as

pleasant as mine ?
"

She was rattling on, with her back

turned to him. He was glad of this, or

she would have noticed the wince he gave

at her last words. He had none ready

for a reply. The servant put an end to

his dilemma by opening the door.

''Did your ladyship ring?" he in-

quired.
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" Yes, James, bring two dessert plates,

spoons, and forks, and some white

powdered sugar for these blackberries,

please," answered Maeva, without turning

round ; then, as the door closed, she

added, " I had such an adventure to-

day."

" What sort of adventure ? " inquired

her companion.

'* Well, it was this. Tony was holding

Firefly in the shade, and I was wander-

ing about picking blackberries as hard as

ever I could, when I suddenly came upon

a smartly dressed lady sitting under a

big tree, tying together a bunch of ferns.

She was not at all the sort of person one

would expect to find in these parts, and

dressed in such a way, too ; so I forgot
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myself, I am afraid, and stood still looking

at her. She was a very handsome woman,

but I did not like her expression at all.

Attracted, no doubt, by my bad manners,

she rose and approached me, remarking

that it was a lovely day, and inquiring if

I was picking blackberries for a tart. I

laughed, and replied no, but for a sick

friend, and then she startled me by

laconically asking, ' Who ? '

"

" And what did you reply ? " asked

Lord Wrathness in a low voice, He

was very pale, and his right hand clutched

the letter tighter than ever.

**
I am ashamed to say I answered

rudely," replied Maeva gravely. ^' I thought

at the time her question cheeky, so I said,

'What's that to you?
'"
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'* Quite right," muttered the young earl

to himself, but he only said aloud, *' And

what did she retort ?
"

**You have it," laughed Maeva, "that

is just what she did do. " She retorted

angrily, that it was everything to her.

Suddenly, however, she checked herself,

and with a smile, which I thought cat-

like in expression,— I mean sly,—she

said it was only a joke, and then asked

me how far away Ettrick Castle was.

"'I have just come from there,' I

replied ;
' it is ten miles off.'

'* ' I am a stranger to these parts,' she

observed, 'and am merely passing through

the locality ; but I have heard much of the

beauties of Ettrick Castle, and would

gready like to see it. Tell me, young
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lady, is there any cliance that the noble

owner would let me go over it ?
'

''
I answered that perhaps she might

obtain the desired order to view by

calling at the castle and asking for per-

mission ; but that, personally, I had nothing

to do with it.

"
' I shall call this afternoon,' she ex-

claimed.

" I told her that I feared she would

find no one at home, as Lord Ettrick

was away, and that I and my mother

would be out.

"'So you are Lady Maeva Doun?' she

inquired, with a peculiar look. ' I have

heard of you, young lady, before. I am

sorry you will not be at the house. No

one, in fact, but the patient, eh ?

'
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" She spoke in a bantering tone. I

thought her very impudent. So I said

good-morning and moved on, but who

do you think she was, Lord Wrathness ?

"

and Maeva turned her eyes towards him.

She started. He was deathly white

now, and drops of perspiration stood on

his forehead.

"Oh! what is the matter?" she cried.

'' You are ill
;
you are suffering. I have

been jabbering away and never noticed

it. What a thoughtless creature I am !

"

She bent over him and wiped the drops

of perspiration from his forehead, and laid

her cool soft hand upon it. She thought

that a paroxysm of pain had seized him,

and little dreamt that mental torture alone

was at the bottom of his sufferings.
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''It is nothing, dear, kind little friend,"

he murmured, looking at her with a

yearning expression, " a mere passing

faintness. Lying up like this takes all

one's strength away ; but I am all right

again, and longing for a blackberry

squash," he added with a smile.

''
I hear James coming," said Maeva,

as the footman's approaching steps sounded

outside. " But are you sure you are all

right ?
"

" Yes, indeed I am, Lady Maeva, and

all I want is the blackberry squash," he

again repeated, with a forced smile ; but as

she turned towards James, who had

entered with the sugar and plates, he

passed his hand across his forehead, and

a weary, haggard look came into his dark
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dreamy eyes. With a shudder he shook

himself as Maeva's voice again sounded.

'' Thank you, James," she was saying
;

'' no, nothing more, thank you. That will

do nicely. By-the-bye," she added, as

the servant was about to leave the room,

"at what time is the carriage ordered ?"

" At half-past twelve, my lady."

*' Oh, all right, James. Let me see; it

is eleven now, so we have plenty of time.

Lord Wrathness, for the squash and a

good chat afterwards.*'

She was busy with the blackberries and

the white crystal sugar, smashing the

former and mixing both together. The

young man lay back and watched her

through his half-closed eyes. He was

thinking that life with such a being as
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the girl before him, ought to make a

man the happiest creature in existence,

for out to her his heart had gone past

recall ; and Lord Wrathness loved the

child with all the passionate fervour of

his romantic and tender nature. The

conquest had been one of a moment. He

loved her the first day he had set eyes

on her six weeks before ; he had loved

her when he had risked his life on the

Devil's Pass to obtain the fern she had

asked for ; but he loved her more than

ever now after six weeks of constant

companionship, in which he had learnt to

know and appreciate the bright, intellec-

tual, independent spirit that showed itself

so conspicuously in every moment of her

daily life.
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**Was his love returned?" often he

found himself asking that question of his

heart. But no; it was impossible. The girl

was yet a child, a mere child, and as

such must be fancy free. ''And better

so, far better so," he would murmur to

himself; though often he would add, almost

in a frenzy of passion, " and yet, oh

God ! what joy to be loved by her, if

only, only " and here he would break off

and go no further, as if afraid of the

words to come.

Did Maeva love the young earl ?

That was a question the girl could not

have answered herself. She liked him
;

she had for him a sincere feeling of

friendship. She took pleasure in his com-

panionship, and delighted in their daily

VOL. I. 12
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chats together. But all this she had felt

for Ronald, " her boy lover," as he used

playfully to term himself. There was just

that difference, that one was a boy, her

companion and equal, the other, with years

between them, was a man.

Maeva knew this much, that when Lord

Wrathness left Ettrick Castle she should

miss him beyond words to describe ; and

she often found herself looking forward to

that time with apprehension and pain.

"See here, is a lovely squash; now

gorge away. Does it not look delicious.'^"

she exclaimed, laughingly, as she turned

from the table at which she had been

preparing the dish, and handed it to her

companion.

He took it from her with a smile.
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Since childhood blackberries had been a

favourite fruit with him, but he never

remembered finding a dish so palatable

as this one. Maeva brought her own,

and sat down at the foot of his couch,

noting with satisfaction his evident relish.

''
I am so glad you like them," she

exclaimed. "It was a happy thought of

mine, a waking one."

He flushed with pleasure. Then he was in

her thoughts sometimes, but he only said

—

"A very kind thought of yours. Lady

Maeva."

Again she laughed. Maeva's laugh was

a singularly sweet one. It thrilled the

young man. It raised his spirits. It drove

the trouble that was on his mind away.

She sat on, at the foot of his couch.
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chatting merrily, and discussing plans

formed for the future. As soon as Ronald

got his ship, Lord and Lady Ettrick had

promised to take her on a voyage round

the world, and a cheery and congenial

party had been invited to share in the

delights of the cruise, Lord Wrathness

being one of it. The window near which

they sat opened out on to the terrace,

that crowned a sweep of steep ramparts

overhanging a noble gorge, through which

sparkled and played a lovely mountain

torrent, its angry waters, as they tossed

along, sounding throughout the glen dis-

tinctly clear. Several thick rhododendron

bushes were clumped on either side of

the window, while roses hung clustering

from their trellis-work above, revelling in
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the bright sun that shone down upon

their dying glories.

There was a rustle and a movement

in one of those thick bushes, a rustle and

movement which no wind could have

occasioned, for the air outside was as still

as death. Not a breath stirred. Both

passed unnoticed by the girl and the

young man. They were too much en-

grossed in their joyous talk to heed any

sound, until the sudden clang of the

great castle tower clock announced the

hour of twelve.

'' Oh, bother !

" exclaimed Maeva.

" There goes twelve. I must be off to

change. The carriage will be round in

half an hour. But I will look in before

we start."
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She was up and gone, with a bright

smile, and a merry au revoir to her

friend. He sighed deeply after she had

left the room, and the weary, sad look

returned.

Another rustle, ever so slight, agitated

the rhododendron. He heard it, and sat

up to listen ; but only the swirl of the

torrent below broke upon his ear.

'' Mere fancy !

" he muttered to himself

**
I am getting nervous, I think ; but I

could have sworn I heard some one outside.

However, I am a cripple and cannot see."

He leant wearily back and closed his

eyes, remaining thus until the well-known

welcome step sounded along the passage

once more, and the door opened, admitting

not only Maeva but Lady Ettrick.
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The latter at once took his hand in

hers, and inquired gently how he felt.

'' Oh ! first rate, Lady Ettrick," he

replied. " Lady Maeva and I have been

spending a delightful morning. We have

been mostly discussing the coming voyage."

" And now, Lord Wrathness, it is your

siesta hour," put in Maeva. '' Remember

to sleep well for quite an hour. I have

told the servants and your man on no

account to disturb you ; and so when

you wake will you ring for your chicken

broth and partridge that I have ordered

for your lunch ?
"

'' Ever thoughtful and kind," he answered

in a low voice. " Yes, Lady Maeva, I

think I can sleep if you will kindly draw

down the blinds before you go."
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She did so, and then mother and

daughter withdrew, wishing him a good

rest, the latter promising to look in upon

him on their return, " which will be about

half-past three," she observed.

The door closed, and he lay back

again with shut eyes. He felt restless,

and more inclined to think than to sleep,

but he recollected Maeva's injunction, and

made an effort to obey it. Suddenly he

started up, and listened intently.

" That rustling again
!

" he exclaimed.

" This time there can be no mistake, I

heard it distinctly. I will ring and tell

Howard to have a look round."

He reached out his hand to the bell.

As he did so, the blind of the central

window was drawn aside, a low, mocking
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laugh sounded in his ears, a laugh which

he had not heard for the first time,

which he knew to his cost too well. He

raised his eyes, his arm dropped to his

side, a look of horror overspread his

face, his lips parted, but they uttered no

sound.

With her back to the window, through

which she had just entered, stood a tall,

dark, handsome woman. She was looking

straight at him, a scornful smile on her

lips, malice gleaming in her large, dark

revengeful eyes, her arms folded calmly

on her breast.

'* This is a surprise, I suppose," she

said, in measured tones, " though my

letter must have partly prepared you.

So you thought you were rid of me,
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did you ? Behold your mistake ! You

thought me dead, did you ? I am

alive. Ay, Harold, alive ! You rejoiced

too soon, my man. And I will live, too,

though I hate life, live to be revenged

on you. You shall never marry yon

minx whom I watched you talking
"

" Stay, woman ! Curse you, hold your

vile tongue !

" shouted the young earl, his

face livid with passion, as he sprung

up with clenched fist. He had for-

gotten. His limbs refused their office,

and, staggering forward, he fell at her

feet.



CHAPTER VIII.

TT^OR several minutes, numbed and

nearly helpless, he lay there where

he had fallen, she looking down on him

with the same scornful, forbidding smile.

Suddenly, however, she bent over him,

and put her hands under his shoulders

as though to raise him up. Her touch

brought him to himself in a moment,

and with an exclamation of disgust, he

bade her loose him.

" Hands off, woman ! do not touch me.

Hands off, I say !

"

She loosed him at once with a bitter

laugh, while he, raising himself on his
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sound arm, dragged himself painfully

towards his couch, on to which he

struggled by a convulsive effort, his face

white with pain, while large drops of

perspiration burst out upon his forehead

Turning himself on his back, he raised

himself into a sitting posture and con-

fronted her.

" What have you come here for ? What

new devilry are you hatching that you

torture me with your presence ?
" he said

slowly.

Again she laughed. Oh, how he

hated that laugh ! How he had hoped

he should never hear it again

!

** My presence is a torture to you is

it, Harold ? I am glad, indeed. You

wish to know why I have come ? I
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will tell you." Here she paused, and a

malicious gleam shone in her dark eyes. " I

have come to acquaint you with the birth

of a son and heir to your noble house.

How shall we name his little lordship ?
"

He stared at her. Every word she

uttered burnt into his brain. Was the

woman a fiend in human shape ?

'' It is a lie," he gasped, ''a foul, con-

cocted lie, an impossible event ! How dare

you come here with such a trumped-up

fabrication ?
"

" Easy, easy, my lord," she replied, moving

towards him. " The child is a living event.

It was born six weeks ago ; and who so

naturally should bring the news to you as

its own mother? Do you presume to say

you disown it,—you, its own father.'^"
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** It Is a lie, woman !

" he exclaimed

passionately. " God forbid that I should

be Its father. Ay, though you are Lady

Wrathness, I do disown It, and will resist

your wicked attempt to foist your bastard

child upon me. As I live, I will proclaim

you the fallen woman that you are to the

world. I will divorce you."

"You will, will you.'^" she answered

contemptuously. She was close beside

him now, and bending towards him with

triumph written In her face. *' And shall

I proclaim to the world what you are, my

lord ? There is, you know, a little creek

on the MiramlchI, and in that little creek

there Is a cave, and In the cave there

is a "

*'Ah! he was white as a sheet now.
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He flung out his hand, and pressed it over

her Hps.

" Hush-h-h-h !

" he whispered. *' God !

who told you of that ?
"

'' That is my affair," she answered coolly
;

''and if you wish it to be hush, as you

say, you will perhaps fall in a bit more

with my wishes. Face the fact, Lord

Wrathness. Your wife lives, and is pos-

sessed of your secret."

"God help me!" he groaned, as he

looked up into her cold, pitiless face. " Let

it be so then. Tell me what you want."

" I want money," she answered. " How

can I live without it? Do you suppose

that I mean to roam penniless over the

earth ? And I want the child acknowledged.

He is Lord Borrodaile, and I mean him
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to have his rights. Now, Harold, if you

will give me money, and acknowledge

him, your secret is safe ; but if you refuse

this I will proclaim it. Nothing you can

do to me will hurt me, but I think you

know what I can do to you."

Yes, he knew it full well, and he lay

back with a wan, agonised expression, his

right hand pressed to his burning forehead,

his lips pale and bloodless. What could

he do ?

*'
I will give you money, any sum you

like to name within my power, to keep

away, and hold your tongue. I will provide

for the child, but do not ask me to ac-

knowledge it. I cannot do that. I cannot

own a bastard as 7ny childr

''
I have stated my terms," she replied
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coldly ; and as she spoke the rumbling of

carriage wheels sounded along the drive

below. She moved to the window and

looked out. '' There is a T-cart

coming up to the castle," she continued.

" It no doubt contains your host, Lord

Ettrick. As I have no wish to make his

acquaintance I will leave you ; but remember,

Harold, my terms. You have my address.

I give you six days to decide. If by then

you do not agree, you know the consequence."

He was looking at her, a strange light

in his beautiful eyes, that had all the

appearance of defiance. But she looked

at him no more With her last words

she had lifted the blind in front of the

window, and had passed out. Lady Wrath-

ness was gone.

VOL. L 13
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The great tower clock was chiming the

hour of four when Maeva's voice sounded

along the passage outside. She knocked

at the door. There was no answer.

"He must be asleep Howard," she

observed to the valet who had followed

her. " I can't get any reply."

''
I have been four times here, my lady,

and knocked ; but as his lordship did not

answer, I feared to disturb him by going

in.

'' But, Howard, Lord Wrathness must

have his lunch ; he has slept long enough.

Will you please go and fetch it, and I

will go in and draw up the blinds."

*' Very well, my lady," answered the

man, as he turned and went back along

the passage to do the girl's bidding.
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Once more Maeva knocked and listened,

but there was no answering sound returned.

She opened the door and looked in. The

heavy blinds drawn down had plunged

the room in darkness. She crossed it

silently, and drew them up one after the

other, then she turned towards the couch.

She started and rubbed her eyes. The

sofa was empty ; there was no one in

the room !
" Lord Wrathness," she called,

in a clear, ringing voice, as she stepped

through the open window on to the

terrace outside, " where are you ? Don't

go hiding like that. You ought not to

have left your couch. Do come back."

Ripple, ripple went the torrent below.

There was no other answering sound ; save

the swirl of the rushing waters all was
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silence. A chill foreboding of evil rushed

to the girl's heart. She passed back into

the room and rung the bell sharply. In

another minute quick steps were heard,

and Howard entered with the soup and

lunch. He stared at the empty sofa.

" Howard, Lord Wrathness is not here.

Can anything have happened, do you

think ?
" she exclaimed in quick, anxious

tones. " Where can he be ?
"

" Surely, my lady, his lordship has not

been trying to walk out on the terrace by

himself," answered the valet, as he set the

tray down and moved across to the

window.

'' Oh no, Howard ! he is not there. I

have been and looked. Howard, I feel

certain something dreadful has happened,
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or his lordship would be here. Go quick

and call Lord and Lady Ettrick. Ask them

to come here at once."

As the servant hurried out she sat down

on the couch, and looked at the pillow in

a dazed manner. Something was pinned

to it. She rubbed her eyes, and looked

again. It was a slip of paper.

She seized it eagerly, and scanned it

attentively. There were a few lines in

Lord Wrathness's own handwriting. They

ran as follows :

—

'' What will you think of me, my best

and kindest of litde friends ? Something

has happened since you and Lady Ettrick

left, which has forced me to leave this

place at once. I am powerless to explain

the reason to either you or my kind host
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and hostess. Oh, Lady Maeva ! if you

knew what it has cost me to leave thus,

you would pity me. God help me ! I may

be a long, long while away. We may

not meet for years. I do not ask you to

remember me, but, Lady Maeva, I shall

never forget my kind, dear, good-hearted

little friend. May God bless you for all

your goodness to me.

" Your unworthy, but devoted friend,

" Wrathness."

She clutched the paper in her hand, and

sat very still, staring in front of her.

Throb, throb went her heart, and her

cheeks were flushed and burning. Oh !

never till now did that mere child, that

girl hardly on the threshold of womanhood,

know or guess how dear to her was the
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man who had left so suddenly, so unex-

pectedly.
^
It never entered Maeva's heart

or brain to doubt him, to think aught evil

of this second companion of her young,

young life. She only knew now that she

loved him, loved him so dearly, that to

help him, to soothe him in this hour of

dark trouble that had undoubtedly come

upon him, she w^ould willingly have given

her life.

More steps along the corridor. Maeva

heard them, and pulled herself together.

The next moment Howard had thrown

open the door, and stood respectfully

handle in hand as Lord and Lady Ettrick

hurried in.

'' It is all right, mother dear," said the

girl, as with an effort she steadied her
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voice, and strove to speak in an uncon-

cerned tone. I have found a note from

Lord Wrathness explaining everything.

Howard," she continued, addressing the

valet, "you are to pack and follow his

lordship quickly to town with all his things.

If you look sharp, you can catch the six

o'clock south. Order the dog-cart to take

you, and be as quick as you can."

The servant bowed and left the room,

whereupon Maeva at once handed Lord

Wrathness's note to her mother.

'*
I think I did well to give that order,

dear mother," she said. "No use for the

man to remain here, is there ? It is a very

mysterious disappearance, don't you think,

father ? " she continued, turning to Lord

Ettrick.
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'' Extremely so," answered the marquis
;

'' but Wrathness was always a rum chap.

I only hope he won't come to harm. He

was quite unfit to travel. However, it

cannot be helped. He's off, and I suppose

I shall hear from him soon, explaining his

extraordinary departure."

Lady Ettrick said nothing. She could

read between the lines of the note, and

she could read also what her child was

suffering. She knew well, however, that

words would bring no comfort in this

instance, and that the girl must be left

to herself for the present. Very gently she

laid her right hand on Maeva's golden

head, while handing her back the note

with the other.

•' My darling," she whispered, '' it is a
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very sudden and unexpected departure, but

I have no doubt v^e shall hear from him

in a day or two, and the mystery will be

cleared up. Poor wee lassie, you will miss

your friend, but you must cheer up ; and

remember Ronald is coming for a few days

next week."

'' Dear mother," answered the girl, '' do not

mind about me
; I shall be all right." Saying

which, Maeva hurried out of the room.

She felt that deception was no longer pos-

sible, and that she must be alone.

She passed out of the great hall door,

and ran down the steps. Right and left of

the carriage-drive two little narrow avenues

led away—one towards the burn and

woods nesding beneath the battlements, the

other towards the stables. Following this
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latter path, she soon reached these build-

ings, where she met the stud groom.

*' Did Lord Wrathness ride or drive, when

he went out a Httle while ago, Gordon ?

"

she inquired, in a matter-of-fact, unconcerned

tone.

" Deed and, my lady, he rode, and that's

a fact," exclaimed Gordon, excitedly. " I

couldna believe my eyes when I saw his

lardship a-staggering along yon very path,

supporting himsel' on his stick, and looking

so white and scared that I was altogether

put about. And ' Gordon,' said he, * saddle

me that brown mare I gave Lady Maeva
;

I want to ride her to the station. And send

a man to fetch her home.' I told his lard-

ship he never could ride, and his legs and

puir arm in such a state ;
but he would
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have it, and so I got F'irefiy out, and

saddled her, and sent James with his

lardship to bring her back. An' here they

come, my lady, sure enough, James and the

mare."

One glance was sufficient for the girl to

perceive that the mare's saddle was empty.

She turned away, and left the voluble groom

to himself. Out across the grand old park

she hurried, away towards a clump of dark

pine wood skirting the winding drive, where

she and Ronald had often played together,

building huts thereon, and camping out

beside the cheery blaze of their cone-

bedecked fire. Entering the pine wood,

she made her way to one of these huts,

and, creeping therein, threw herself face

downwards on the soft dead moss with
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which the floor of the interior was thickly

lined. Then the pent-up feelings of her

o'ercharged heart gave way, and she burst

into a passionate flood of tears.

" He is gone," she moaned ; "gone, and I

cannot stop him. Oh, God ! I little dreamed

what he was to me. I never guessed how

I loved him ; I never knew what to lose

him would be."

There she lay among the dark, thick moss

—that child with the large grey eyes, high

forehead, and golden hair—that girl whose

face had burnt itself indelibly into the young

earl's heart and memory, so that he could

never, as he had said, forget her.

But she did not know that he loved her

—

she had not that comfort to assuage her

grief. He had called her ''his little friend,"
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that was all ; and Maeva could not guess the

truth. Alone in that hut she lay sobbing

her young heart out, sobbing fit to break

it. It was the first great sorrow of her

young life—all the harder and most bitter

to bear, inasmuch as it had come so sud-

denly and unexpectedly. Gradually, how-

ever, the slim, slight frame shook less, the

sobs became more subdued, and Maeva's

bright, shiny, curly head lay still. A rust-

ling outside the hut, and a trampling of

leaves, awoke her from the reverie into

which she had fallen. She started up and

listened. The next moment a cold nose

was laid against her hot, burning cheek,

and she felt Dhu's rough coat brushing up

against her.

*' Dear old Dhu ! " she cried, throwing her
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arms around the shaggy retriever's neck ;

" so

you have found out your poor Httle mistress

and come to comfort her, have you ? Oh,

Dhu ! I am so miserable. I never thought

I could feel like this ; and Dhu, dear, it is

all the harder, as I must hide it from every

one—even from the dear, dear mother. This

reminds me, Dhu, she must have sent you

to look for me. We must be going home.

Come on, good dog."

It had frequently been Lady Ettrick's

custom to send the intelligent retriever in

search of Ronald and Maeva when they

tarried too long in their play, and forgot

the lesson-hour ; and the children always

knew well what the appearance of the great

black dog meant when, in obedience to his

mistress's orders, " Go, seek the children,
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Dhu," he would track them out and come

bounding to meet them.

Maeva had picked herself up from off

the ground of the hut, and, with her hand

on the great dog's head, had set out for

the castle. She made her way along the

drive as rapidly as possible, and, on reach-

ing home, slipped up to her bedroom

unperceived. It was a pleasant room, and

the bay-window thereof looked out on to a

distant view of glorious hill and dale, purple

heather, and forest crag. In this window

stood Maeva's own private little writing-

table. The moment she entered, her eye

caught sight of a note lying thereon.

With a low cry of surprise and joy she

sprang forward and seized it. It was ad-

dressed to her, and in Lord Wrathness's
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handwriting. In another moment she had

opened it.

*' My dear httle friend," it began, " I

feel I must send you something more

than the hurried Hnes I wrote on leaving

the castle this afternoon. I will send this

by James, who will bring back Firetiy

safe and sound I hope, to you. As I

told you in that note, something has

happened which necessitates my instant

departure from this country. I have tele-

graphed to have my yacht ready, and shall

leave in a couple of days. It would be

neither right nor fair that I should burden

you with an explanation of the circum-

stances that make this imperative. I

have no right to do so, nor could I do

it even if I had.. But I will say this

VOL. L 14
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much, in order to explain in a manner

my hasty and apparently discourteous

departure, that after you left me I received

a visitor, who brought news which rendered

it necessary that I should leave at once.

My dear little friend, will you believe me

that I did so with a heart heavier than

it has ever been before ? I would give

anything to see you and say good-bye,

but it is best not. When we shall meet

again 1 know not, God only knows ; but

I ask you this one favour,—grant it, I

entreat of you,—and that is, if you hear

aught ill of your poor friend, do not

believe it. And now good-bye, my best

and dearest friend. For all your kindness

to me in my illness I thank you deeply.

Believe me, every act of forethought on
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your part is engraven on my heart, never

to be forgotten. God bless you ! I dare

not write more.

** Your ever true friend,

'' Wrathness."

She pressed the letter to her lips, as

she stood looking out of the bay window

on to the blue hills far away, the blue

hills of that Gleena Forest where Lord

Wrathness had risked his life to gratify

a trivial wish of her own thoughtlessly

expressed, the blue hills of that same

forest where she had, in turn, risked her

life to save his, the blue hills of the old

Gleena Forest, where, all unconsciously, the

first love of her life had taken root in

her heart.
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** Believe ill of him," she whispered

softly to herself, with the letter still

pressed to her lips. " Great God, I would

die a thousand painful deaths rather than

do so. My darling, you do not know

that I love you—oh ! more, far more,

than life."

The sound of the gong trilled loudly

through the castle. It announced the tea

hour, a meal she never missed. The girl

knew that self-restraint was necessary, and

that she must pull herself together, and

assume a gaiety she did not feel. It was

the child's first act of deceit in a hitherto

open and frank-hearted life ; but Maeva

had stepped across a threshold that day

which divides childhood from womanhood
;

and though perhaps a year or two too
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soon, there was no going back. As she

left the room with her heart steeled to

hide what she suffered, Maeva felt that

her childhood's days were o'er.



CHAPTER IX.

"V T O. 6, Furnival Square, Lincoln's Inn

Fields, was the abode of Messrs.

Fleecem, Catchem, & Co. It was a well-

known abode to many and various of the

world's victims. Here, young bloods, who

had lost their all on a race which they

had been quite sure they must assuredly

win, would seek what they thought was a

pick-me-up for the time being. Here, too,

would come the scheming and the calcu-

lating mother-in-law, who desired to find

out all about Lord So-and-so this, or Mr.

So-and-so that's prospects and fortune.

Men who had raised money in every
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direction, and who had well nigh come to

the end of their tether, would seek, as a

last resource, the friendly counsel of Messrs.

Fleecem, Catchem, & Co. They were

such a jolly pair of lawyers, you know, and

the Co. was just as charming and delightful.

No nonsense about them, and so hospitable

and kind ! There was always plenty of

champagne, and cherry brandy, and kummel

and brandies, and whiskies, and sodas, and

anything you liked to ask for, you know

;

and both Fleecem and Catchem were such

real good fellows, pressing it on you, you

know. So thought the young bloods and

the men almost at the end of their tether
;

but there came a time when they were

inclined to alter their minds, you know.

It was on the evening of the 17th of
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Septejnber, that Mr. Fleecem sat alone in

his office beside a cosy and blazing fire. It

happened that Mr. Catchem was en vacance,

and Mr. Fleecem reigned alone with Co.

at No. 6, Furnival Square. Mr. Fleecem

was not an old man. Oh no ! he was far

from that. On the contrary, he looked a

very young man—younger than he really

was by far. He wore a moustache, but

otherwise his face was clean shaven, his

hair was carefully parted in the middle, he

was faultlessly dressed, and he was seldom

seen without a cigarette in his mouth. On

the occasion referred to, Mr. Fleecem was

apparently plunged in a reverie. He sat in

his armchair, with his legs stretched out,

his feet against the bright brass fender,

his elbows resting on the chair's arms, his
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hands joined, his eyes fixed on the fire.

His teeth clenched a cigarette, but it was out.

Everything in the room betokened luxury

and ease. On a sideboard, decked with

silver salvers, stood many and numerous

cut-glass decanters, in which sparkled many

and various wines and spirits. Above them

hung, encircled in its pink flower-bedecked

shade, a handsome lamp, the only other

light in the room besides the fire being a

small reading lamp, which stood on a low

velvet table at Mr. Fleecem's elbow.

He was in a reverie, but his quick ear

discerned a low, muffled tap at the door.

He drew up his legs, unfolded his hands,

sat up in his chair, and placed himself en

attention in a moment. Mr. Fleecem

was all there.
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Tap, tap, once more. Mr. Fleecem's

face was all smiles as he called out in his

softest voice, '' Come in."

The door opened. A tall woman stole

noiselessly in, closed it sofdy and came

over to where the lawyer was sitting. He

rose, bowed, and motioned her to a low

sofa at right angles to the fire.

" So you have come at last, my lady,"

he observed in a quiet tone. " I expected

you quite an hour since."

*'
I could not get away any sooner,

Fleecem," she replied in a low voice. " I

have been busy, very busy. Since I saw

you four days ago I have been to Scotland,

and I have seen him."

" Seen him, seen him, by Jove ! that's

sharp work," exclaimed the lawyer, in a
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voice of genuine surprise. '^ Sharp work,

indeed. Well, and how did you succeed ?

"

" Perfecdy," she replied, in a cool, matter-

of-fact voice. " I confronted his lordship.

He kicked at first, tried to defy me. Ha,

ha ! I soon brought him to his senses. I

made one little remark, you know what.

He was as meek as a lamb after that,

offered me any money, but didn't want

to acknowledge the child. I said that my

terms must be accepted, or " and the

woman laughed dryly.

** Well, did he accept them ? " asked Mr.

Fleecem, just a shade impatiently.

'' Do you take me for a fool, Fleecem ?
"

she burst out. '' Was I going to press him

into a corner with Lord Ettrick not a

stone's throw off, and my lady and her
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vixen daughter expected back every minute ?

No, no. I know my lord's temper too well.

I gave him my ultimatum, and made off as

silently and mysteriously as I had come,

after giving him six days in which to make

up his mind. I have no fear for the reply.

In six days I guarantee our game is won."

*' Don't count your chickens before they're

hatched, my lady," retorted the lawyer,

rising from his chair, and standing with his

back to the fire. " You have no proof

positive that he will acquiesce and knuckle

under to you. Suppose the wild blood of

his father and that dare-devil mother of

his asserts itself, and he defies you, even

though it ruin him, what then ?

"

'* Fleecem, you are dull to-night," an-

swered his companion slowly, '' or you
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don't know all I do. Well, let me explain.

Harold loves the large-eyed daughter of his

host. He lies in Ettrick Castle a hopeless

cripple. He cannot move therefrom. Is

it likely he will allow the secret he has

nursed so carefully to be laid bare before

them ? You don't know him as I do if

you think that. Oh no ! no fear ; our bird

is safe. The money will be ours, the child

acknowledged, and then, and then, the rest

is easy.

''Well, I'm blowed
;

you are a cool

one, my lady," he exclaimed, with a smile;

''cool as a cucumber. I wonder what

iceberg you were born on. It strikes me

your natal place was the North Pole."

He walked, as he spoke, towards the

sideboard. A decanter of liqueur brandy
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was what his hand first sought thereon.

He took hold of it, and turned to Lady

Wrathness, for it was her.

'' Your pet brand," he said, with a smile.

*' Have a drop, eh ?
"

'*Yes, give me some," she exclaimed

eagerly. ''
I think I deserve a good drink.

Don't water it, Fleecem
;

give it to me

neat."

" Well I never," he rejoined with a

coarse laugh; ''you're a dare-devil, too.

Who ever heard of a woman drinking

neat brandy ?
"

'' You," she retorted, rising, and moving

towards him, ''you, I'll be bound. I

don't suppose there's a thing you are not

acquainted with, a sin in which you are

not mixed up. No use playing the vir-
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tuous here. We know each other too

well."

She had laid her hand on the decanter,

and was looking him full in the face.

Mr. Fleecem was not a good man, but

he could not face the evil look of those

dark eyes.

"Come, come," he said, ''take your

drink, and stop talking nonsense."

She laughed, held up the decanter, and

looked through the clear liqueur with the

eye of a connoisseur. Then she poured

out a bumper into a soda-water glass, just

dashed it with seltzer, and took it off at

a draught. When she sat down there

was not a sign that she had drunk it

with an effort. She might have been

taking milk.
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*' Now to business ! " she exclaimed, as

she walked back to the sofa by the fire.

"Will you, Fleecem, draw up the paper

which I shall require him to sign, settling

;^ 1 5,000 a year upon me as his lawful

wife, and ;^5,ooo a year allowance on

the child ? Word it in such a manner,

that his signature to the document will

practically acknowledge the infant as Lord

Borrodaile."

" Very well, my lady " (Fleecem always

addressed Lady Wrathness in this manner),

" I will see to it. Call back here in

three or four days, and it shall be drawn

out spick and span for your fair fingers

to present to your lord and master."

" My lord and master ?
" The words

came in a hissing sound from the rich
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dark lips of that handsome, scheming,

brutal woman. The fine pencilled eye-

brows were raised in surprise, a disdainful,

contemptuous smile curled round her

mouth. She looked at the lawyer again

with those bold dark eyes. " I would

as lief call him my king, Fleecem,

as lord and master. He is nothing of

the sort. I finished with him long ago,

when he spurned me from him at

San Francisco, and told me that he

hated the sight of my face. I return his

hate tit-for-tat. I hate him, I hate him,

and I will be revenged."

The fire fumes of that brandy were

in her now, and quickly taking effect.

They had mounted to her brain, they

were coursing through her body like fiery

VOL. I. 15
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spirits from the nether world. Her great

dark eyes looked fixedly in front of her

;

her utterance was that of one who had

lost all self-control, who had forgotten the

wisdom of holding one's tongue. Mr.

Fleecem had not stirred from the side-

board. He was still toying with the

brandy bottle, out of which he had

helped himself as soon as his visitor had

taken her fill. But though he stood

there, he took no more. Mr. Fleecem

was fond of a nip now and again, but

he never took too much, and knew well

how to keep a steady head and clear

brain for his work. Mr. Fleecem knew

exactly how much to take, and he also

knew how much to give others.

He was looking at the fine dark woman
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at his fireside, and thinking that she had

had quite enough to be pleasant. He

was just hoping, too, that she would go,

now that she had brought him news

which probably meant thousands in his

pocket, and a rich future. But she did

not stir, did not offer to depart.

There was a peal at the bell of No. 6

front door.

The woman started.

" Whas shat ?
" she muttered.

" A client, no doubt, my lady," an-

swered Mr. Fleecem, walking quickly to

the fireside. '' May I ask you to step

into the next room till he is got rid

of?"

She stared at him ; she did not seem to

grasp what he was saying. There was a
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glazed look about the large dark eyes.

He saw it was useless.

** Then please sit still and don't talk,"

he said impatiently. '' I'll put this screen

sideways, and whoever it is will not notice

you if you will only remain quiet."

She did not answer. She had taken too

strong a dose even for her, and was

speechless. Oh ! could Lord Wrathness

have seen her now, he would have loathed

still more than he did the woman who

had ruined his life.

There was a knock at the door.

'' Come in," responded Mr. Fleecem.

A smart page boy opened it. ''A

gentleman, sir," he said briskly, coming

forward, and handing the lawyer a card

on a silver salver.
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'* Show him in," answered his master

curtly. He had moved away from the side-

board, and as he did so he unconsciously

muttered with an accent of surprise, " Sir

Beaufort Plunger."

The boy retired. The next moment he

had ushered in a tall, good-looking man

of some twenty-five or twenty-six years,

dressed with faultless care.

For a moment the two men stood

eyeing one another, the lawyer with a

sharp, cunning look, hidden, to all but

those who knew him, under a suave

smile, the baronet with a frank, open

countenance, tinged perhaps with a

shade of anxiety, and a certain

amount of excitement in his handsome

features.
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The man of business bowed. '* Sir

Beaufort Plunger ? " he inquired.

"Yes," replied the young man. "You

are Mr. Fleecem, I presume ? I have been

recommended to come to you for advice

as to the raising immediately of a sum

of money. I want it before Monday

next. I lost it all this week. I must

have it by Monday. Can you get it

for me ?
"

" That depends, Sir Beaufort. Will you

tell me the amount ? " answered Mr

Fleecem.

"Sixty-eight thousand," answered the

baronet.

" Whew-w-w," thought Mr. Fleecem to

himself; "he's going it. Just my man."

But he only answered, "Certainly, Sir
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Beaufort, you shall have it by Monday.

If not indiscreet, may I ask what you lost

it on ?
"

" The Leger," answered his visitor

somewhat curtly. The anxious look had

died from his face. He was looking at

the sideboard.

'* Take anything ? " inquired Mr. Fleecem

politely, waving his hand that way.

'* Champagne, liqueur brandy, or whisky

and soda ? They are all there."

" Thank you, I'll have a whisky and

soda," replied Sir Beaufort. He walked

to the sideboard, poured out a claret

glass of whisky, emptied it into a soda-

water glass, and filled it up with soda.

Then he drank it.

'*You young fool," thought Mr. Fle.ecerr,
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to himself, '' you may try that once too

often," but he pretended to be busy with

some papers.

'* And now. Sir Beaufort," he said

cheerily, " are you wanting to get to

business to-night, or shall we wait till

to-morrow? If to-night, I am at your

service."

" I don't care," answered the young

baronet, " so long as you will promise me

the money by Monday. I must pay the

ring to the day. I have never failed

them yet. I don't care what I sacrifice.

One thing I shall do, and that is pay

up."

" You need not fret about the money,

Sir Beaufort
;

you shall have it. But of

course there are various little preliminaries
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to be gone through. Of course you

know getting a large sum Hke that In a

hurry means a somewhat higher Interest

than If raised on an ordinary mortgage."

" I am not a business man, Mr. Fleecem
;

ril leave that to you. Get me the money,

and I'll give you plenty of security, and

pay you what percentage you like. My

own lawyer Is a noodle. I went to him,

and he said he could not get the moeny

under a month, and my agent Implored

me not to mortgage my land any further.

I told him to go to the devil. Then

I met Scattercash, and he gave me your

address, and told me you would do all I

wanted. By Jove ! he was right."

Mr. Fleecem smiled. He noted down

In his memory the good turn Lord Scatter-
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cash had done him. His lordship owed

Mr. Fleecem ^i,ooo compound interest.

Mr. Fleecem decided to let the interest

run on for a bit. He wouldn't press

Scattercash just now.

'' The best thing I can do then, Sir

Beaufort, is this. To-morrow I will see

about the money. Then if you will

direct your agent to send me a plan

and particulars of your estate, I can

point out to you the amount ultimately

to be mortgaged for it ; meanwhile,

of course, you will not mind giving

two sureties until the mortgage is

effected. Can you name two ? " Mr.

Fleecem had a most persuasive smile on

his countenance.

'' Yes," answered the baronet, " I know
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two friends who will go surety for me,

old Eton and college chums ; Arthur de

Montmorency and Lord Wrathness."

There was a slight movement near the

fireside. Mr. Fleecem looked anxiously

that way. He spoke quickly.

" Very well, those names will do. I

shall take it they accept the position

of sureties unless I hear from you to the

contrary to-morrow. I think the business

is concluded, Sir Beaufort. I alv/ays like

to be smart over little jobs of this sort.

Those old family lawyers are too inclined

to go to sleep, eh ?

"

*' They are," assented the young man.

" I like things done as you do them.

Well, thank you very much. I shall hear

from you, I suppose ? and I'll tell my agent
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to send you the plan and particulars you

want. Good-night, Mr. Fleecem. Thanks

awfully."

" Don't mention it, Sir Beaufort," an-

swered the lawyer. He had crossed to

the fireplace and rung the bell, and was

now holding out his hand to the baronet.

The page opened the door, the two men

shook hands, and then separated, the

man of business rubbing his hands, the

young baronet, glad at heart, wondering

why all lawyers were such noodles, and

vouching Fleecem a real good sort.

Ah ! Sir Beaufort, you are young yet.

Wait a bit, poor Sir Beaufort

!

Mr. Fleecem returned to the fireside

when the door was shut. Lady Wrathness

was staring at the coals.
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" Shall I call a cab for you, my lady ?
"

inquired Mr. Fleecem.

" Yesh," she answered, without stirring.

He rung the bell again. The smart

page appeared. " George," said the lawyer,

" call a cab ; then tell Mrs. Worthless to

come here. You need not wait any more

after that ; be off to bed. I shall not want

you any more to-night."

" Very good, sir," answered the boy,

and he disappeared.

In a few minutes Mrs. Worthless, the

housekeeper, put in her head. " You

want me, sir?" she inquired.

"I do," answered Mr. Fleecem. " Lady

Wrathness is not well. Help her to her

cab." He bent over the silent woman

and raised her to her feet. '' My lady,"
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he whispered, " you are all wrong
;

pull

yourself together and get home. Mrs.

Worthless will help you."

He signed to the housekeeper, who

advanced, put the wretched woman's arm

through hers, supported her out of the

room, down the passage, and into the

cab.

'' Drive to 13, James' Place," was all

she said. The next moment the cab was

rolling down the street.



CHAPTER X.

I ^HE following announcement was

contained in a fashionable London

daily on September i8th of the year in

which we are at present engaged :
" The

Firefly, 500-ton steam-yacht, the property

of the Earl of Wrathness, steamed

out of Dartmouth last night, with its

noble owner on board. The sudden de-

parture of this beautiful craft has excited

some surprise in the neighbourhood, it

having been understood that she had

taken up her final quarters there for the

winter.*'

A good many eyes read that announce-
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ment on the morning in question. There

were several hearts that It moved strangely,

only In a different fashion.

Maeva read It In London. She had

come up to town with her father and

mother the day before. Ronald had ob-

tained a week's holiday, ostensibly to pay

various visits to the dentist, for Lady

Ettrick took the greatest care of the

young earl's beautiful rows of teeth, and

these visits were of yearly occurrence.

She had judged that change of scene,

and a week with her boy friend, would

help to turn her child's thoughts from

dwelling too much on the loss she had

sustained ; for though Maeva played her

part well, the keen eye of her mother had

read and gauged her trouble, and her
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heart was full -of sympathy for her thus

early-tried child.

Maeva and Ronald were both seated in

the beautiful front drawing-room of Lord

Ettrick's splendid town house in Cavendish

Square, waiting for their hacks to come

round, on which they were going to have

a long ride into the country. Ronald

looked very handsome in his Britannia

uniform, which he wore at Maeva's es-

pecial request, while she, habited in a

short, well-cut riding skirt and jacket,

looked every inch the beautiful equestrienne

that she was.

Ronald was busy knocking off a letter

to a fellow-cadet with whom he was great

pals, or he would assuredly have noticed

the flushed cheek of his girl companion

VOL. L 16
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as she read and reread the announcement

referred to. She knew well that Lord

Wrathness was to sail from the country

the day before. Had he not told her as

much ? But the sight of the paragraph

in which it was announced brought back

a flood of recollection, and made his

memory almost a reality for the moment.

Other eyes, as already said, read that

announcement with mixed feelings. Mr.

Fleecem read it as he sat in front of a

well-furnished breakfast table, and as he

read it he uttered a hideous oath. *' He's

dished her and us
!

" he exclaimed to him-

self savagely. *'
I told her he would.

Did I not know his father and his

mother too ? No one ever got four to

one the better of that lady, and she
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feared no one, nor man nor devil.

Wrathness has his mother's blood in him.

I knew it, I knew it ! Fancy ! a cripple

like that, away God knows where, on a

two days' notice. However, it won't do.

We must put that she-devil on his scent.

She hates him, and will track him any-

where. I must go and see her at once,

before I start on Sir Beaufort's little job.

Here, George, call me a hansom."

" Yes, sir," answered the page, who was

in a little pantry which communicated with

the kitchen just outside Mr. Fleecem's

snuggery. Mr. Fleecem liked his meals

hot and well served up, and kept his

kitchen close at hand.

The well-known whistle for a hansom

quickly resounded throughout Furnival
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Square. The wheels of that vehicle were

soon distinguishable as it dashed up, and

became stationary opposite No. 6. In

another minute Mr. Fleecem appeared.

The well-drilled page awaited him at the

door, holding in his hands a shiny and

beautifully manipulated hat, a pair of neat

gloves, a silver-headed cane, and a button-

hole.

These he handed to his master one by

one. George was a " smart un," and no

mistake. He ran down in front of the

lawyer, helped him into the hansom, and

quickly inquired, "Where to, sir .'^

"

"Thirteen, James' Place," promptly re-

sponded Mr. Fleecem. " Thirteen, James'

Place," echoed the lad to the driver, adding

on his own responsibility, " and look alive,
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cabby ! The governor likes to be driven

fast."

*' All right, cheeky," answered that

personage with a wink, as he flourished

his long whip, curled it neatly under the

horse's girth, and dashed away at a smart

pace down one side of Furnival Square.

# ^ # ^ #

Let us precede the hansom as it journeys

on its way, and glance in at 13, James'

Place.

It was a small house, the residence of

Lady Wrathness, but a well-furnished and

comfortable one. The front door opened

into a tiny hall or vestibule, laid down

with Turkey carpet, and filled with

odoriferous flowers. Cosy chairs were

dotted about this miniature entrance hall,
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from which an equally tiny dining-room

led away, the walls of which were star

bespangled, and covered with pictures of

well-known spots in the United States.

The drawing-room was upstairs, leading to

which was a staircase in keeping with the

house, and of the most diminutive size,

and this drawing-room fulfilled the double

office of reception-room and boudoir.

Lady Wrathness was seated at her

writing-table. She, too, had read the

announcement concerning the Firefly s

departure, and, like Fleecem, had uttered

an oath on reading it. Fury was in

those great dark eyes of hers, the blood-

red lips were pressed tightly together. She

had all the appearance of one labouring

under suppressed passion.
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"So he has dared me, scorned me, as

usual." she muttered, after reading the

announcement ;
" but he shall learn that

I never threaten In vain. I will seek out

that minx upon whom he has fixed that

fanciful heart of his ; I will find out from

her where he has gone ; and if she refuses

to tell me, I will, / will tell her, the

secret which he has fled to hide from her.

Ah ! yes, to hide from her. I know that

well."

There was a sound of wheels in the

street; they stopped at No. 13, Lady

Wrathness rose from her seat and looked

out of the window.

" It's Fleecem," she exclaimed. " I

suppose he's seen it, too. Won't he be in

a rage !

'
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Footsteps sounded on the tiny staircase.

In another moment the drawing-room door

opened, and Fleecem entered unannounced.

He glanced curiously at the handsome

woman who turned to greet him. There

was not a trace about her features to point

to the previous night's dissipation, not a

sign that she felt its effects.

" I suppose you've seen it," he said,

pointing to the newspaper lying on the

sofa where she had cast it.
'' A pretty

mess you have made of the job, my lady.

Didn't I warn you last night that the man

had his mother's dare-devilry in him ? You

laughed at me. Who's right now, eh ?

"

" Not you, Fleecem," she answered hotly.

'' You ought to know me better than to

think a slight mistake cannot be remedied
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by me. Do you think he has baulked

me ? Ah, man ! you were never more

mistaken. It won't be long before I shall

be on him again."

'' And how are you going to find out

where he's gone to ?
" inquired the lawyer

in a bantering tone.

" Leave that to me, miy friend," she

answered, with a coarse laugh. "I've several

means of finding it out. I know what the

first one is that I mean to try ; and directly

I have found out what I want to know,

and settled on a plan of action, I'll call at

No. 6, and tell you all about it. Mean-

while, cease your jeering and scoffing, or

the laugh may quickly be turned on you,

and then you'll look rather small, I guess.

Have a drink }
"
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This last remark was put In an abrupt

but more conciliatory tone, evidently with

a desire to change the conversation. A

wicker table stood handy to the sofa. It

was covered with all kinds of strong drinks.

There was evidence, by a nearly finished

glass, that Lady Wrathness had already

begun the morning with one.

'* Thanks
;
just a weak nip, then, to show

there's no ill-feeling," answered Mr. Fleecem

in the soft voice he knew so well how to

assume at times ;

" but it inust be a weak

one. I've some ticklish business to get

through this morning, and must have all

my wits about me."

" All right ; here's a drop of your brand.

Some of the old stuff," she answered,

holding up a bottle of cherry brandy for
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him to look at before she filled up a sherry

glass with same. " There, I'll have a

snack, too, along with you, to show, as

you say, that there is no ill-feeling between

us."

She filled a second glass, and, holding

it up, nodded at him with a smile. " Good

health and good luck to you !

" she exclaimed

as she tossed it off. " Wish me the same,

Fleecem."

He did so. Then he drank his glass

leisurely, then he set it down, and took

up his hat, gloves, and cane.

" I must be off," he said ;

" time waits

for no man. You'll get to business, my

lady, too, won't you, and let me know the

result ? I shall be anxious enough to

hear it, I can tell you."
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'*
I will do SO," she answered laconically,

as she followed him to the door of the

room. " Good-day, Fleecem."

'' A good day to you, my lady," he

replied significantly, and they parted.*****
*' A lady called this morning to see

your ladyship," said the butler to Maeva,

as she entered the front hall of the house

in Cavendish Square a few minutes before

the luncheon hour, fresh from a long ride

with Ronald.

" Oh ! who was it, Simmonds ? " she

inquired.

"She would not leave her name, my

lady, but she said she knew your ladyship,

and was also a friend of Lord Wrathness,

and that she had a message for you about
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his lordship, which she had promised to

dehver personally. She said as how she

would call back about half-past three, if

your ladyship would be at home. I said

as how I did not know for certain, but

I thought you would be, my lady."

" Very well, Simmonds, I will see her

when she calls. You can show her into

the drawing-room, as Lord Ettrick will be

out, and Lady Ettrick and Lord Angus

at the dentist's," answered Maeva, whose

heart beat fast as she wondered what the

message was. " Could it be from him ?
"

Over and over again she found herself

asking herself this question. Impatiently

she longed for half-past three. For the

first time in her life she felt glad when,

at a quarter past that hour. Lady Ettrick
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and Ronald drove off and left her alone.

Never before had she longed so Intensely

for solitude.

How fearfully prolonged those fifteen

minutes felt to her. They seemed an eter-

nity, every second was like an age. At

length the front door bell pealed forth its

clang. She started, and the blood rushed

to her cheeks with excitement. Now she

should hear news of him !

She listened to Simmonds' stately tread

coming up the grand staircase. Every step

he took was like a century in length of

time. At last she heard him open the

door and usher some one in. She hardly

dare look up, nor did she do so until the

butler's receding footsteps became less and

less. Then she raised her eyes. With a
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low cry she started to her feet. Who was

the person confronting her ? Maeva, with

a foreboding of evil, recognised the lady

whom she had met near Ettrick Castle

when she was gathering blackberries for

Lord Wrathness just four days ago.

Controlling herself with a great effort,

the girl bowed to her visitor. *' You

wished to speak with me ?
" she inquired

courteously.

" I did," was the laconic reply of Lady

Wrathness, for this strange visitor was no

other than she.

" And what is it you wish to know

that I can tell you ? " again inquired

Maeva.

"Young lady," answered the tall dark

woman confronting her, ''
I have come
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here for one purpose, and that is to as-

certain the whereabouts of Lord Wrathness.

Up till lately you have been practically

his nurse and companion, and I doubt not

you know whither he has gone to. If I

tell you that his whole future happiness

depends on your telling this to me, I feel

sure you will do so without delay. Tel^

me, whither has he gone ?

"

"Why do you ask me?" inquired

Maeva, her great grey eyes opening wide,

as she fixed them on the bold, bad woman

before her.

Oh, what a contrast between those two

!

Small w^onder at Lord Wrathness's choice.

" I ask you, because I know that you

know well where he is."

" Then vou are mistaken," answered
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Maeva quietly, '' for I do not. I do not

know where Lord Wrathness is, or where

he has gone to, no more than you

do."

Lady Wrathness laughed incredulously.

" Come, come," she said, " Lady Maeva,

you would make a good actress ; but do

not try those airs on with me. I am too

old a hand at them. Now I believe you

are a friend of his lordship's, and as such,

you wish him w^ell. Let me tell you again

that he has been forced to fly in con-

sequence of the machinations and evil

intentions of enemies, and unless I can

find him and warn him of certain matters

which are going to take place, the results

will be disastrous to him."

" But I tell you I do no^ know where
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Lord Wrathness has gone to," answered

the girl In a troubled, anxious voice. She

was terribly perplexed. Instinct told her

that this woman was a false and a bad

one, and yet there she stood declaring

that upon her depended Lord Wrathness's

future happiness and even personal

safety.

Poor litde Maeva ! What could she do ?

The child was brave and plucky, but of

the world's ways, of the paths of evil

and wickedness, she had hitherto had

neither knowledge nor experience. She

could only confront this false, lying woman

with the bright truth of her own generous

and noble nature.

"If you tell me. Lady Maeva, that you

do not know where Lord Wrathness has
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gone to, I tell you to your face that you

lie; and, moreover, by concealing his where-

abouts, you are inflicting an injury upon

him which may cost him his life."

" How dare you come here, madam, with

your base insinuations and horrible threats ?
"

exclaimed Maeva, while the bright tears

stood in her lovely eyes. " I tell you, for

the last time, I do not know where Lord

Wrathness has gone to ; but even if I did,

I would not tell you, for something tells

me here," and the girl laid her hand on

her heart as she spoke, '' that you are

not his friend, but his enemy, that you

do not wish him well but ill. What were

you prowling about near Ettrick Castle

for the day I met you? How was it

that Lord Wrathness fled away the very
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day I met ? xA.nd now I remember, when

I described my meeting with you, he had

a look of horror in his poor wan face.

Who are you, madam, who dare to come

prying here and asking me questions about

him ? I tell you if I knew, 1 would die a

hundred times rather than tell you. Who

are you, I should like to know, and why

do you prowl and hunt after him like

this ? No wonder he Hed away ; and I

thank God that he has gone and escaped

such a fiend as you. Again I ask you,

how dare you come here, and who are

you, that you should do so, and why do

you track him thus .^

"

'* Child," answered Lady Wrathness

savagely, '* you are a fool ! Would you

goad me with your sharp tongue and fair
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face ? Ay, he loves you ; but he has no

right to do so. You wish to know who

I am, and by what right I seek to track

him, and why ? Listen
;

you will have

answers to your questions, will you ? Then

here they are. I am Lady Wrathness, his

wedded and lawful wife, whom he has

forsaken, as well as the babe our child
;

and he who loves you, whom you love in

return, is a murderer, the murderer of his

cousin, Lord Wrathness, whom he killed

far away from this in a lonely cave, in*

order that he might inherit his title, wealth,

and fortune. Ha, ha! you stare, but it is

true ; and I, his wife, will follow him, and

expose him, and bring him to the fate

he deserves. Don't stare so, child, you

frighten me ; but it is true all the same.
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The murdered man lies deep In the

rushing waters of the Miramichi River,

far away in America, and he, your friend,

your paramour, the faithless husband and

unnatural father, is a murderer !

"

'' It is a lie !

" shouted Maeva, springing

forward ; but the tall dark woman met and

dealt her a heavy blow on her fair white

forehead. Sparks flew in Maeva's eyes,

her brain reeled, blackness rushed over

her as she fell without a cry to the

ground.

" It is well," muttered Lady Wrathness,

as she walked to the door. *' If Wrathness

could see her now, I think I could call

myself revenged. But I have worse in

store for him." Then she was gone.

An hour later, when Lady Ettrick and
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Ronald returned, they found the girl cold

and motionless, exactly where the brutal

blow of Lady Wrathness had laid her.
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